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AT DEADLINE

Mike Morrell Elected to California
State Senate

Hundreds Line Up
at Fire Station 311
in Victorville for
Chance to Join
County Fire
Department
Job seekers come from
across county, SoCal
Hundreds came from
across the county and
Southern California, including
Oceanside, Lake Arrowhead,
Big Bear, Highland and Oak
Hills for a chance to join
County Fire Department.
“It’s been my dream since
I was little,” said 29-year-old
Omar Alvarez, “and it’s an
opportunity of a lifetime to
work for San Bernardino
County.”
Alvarez was first in the
long line that wrapped around
the nearby fairgrounds swap
meet venue. He’d been waiting since 2:30 p.m. the previous day.
Currently employed by Del
Rosa Hotshots, Alvarez was
one of many who got shut out
continued on page 40
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Mike Morrell

Assemblyman Mike Morrell
won an easy election to the state
Senate last month, filling the unexpired term of former state Sen. Bill
Emmerson, R-Redlands. Morrell, RRancho Cucamonga, received 62.6
percent of the vote in a five-way special primary election, easily clearing
the 50 percent threshold needed to
avoid a June 3 runoff, according to
semi-official results. His closest
rival,
Democrat
Ronald
J.
O’Donnell of Highland, received
15.3 percent of the vote.
“The residents of the 23rd
Senate District will be in great hands

Special
Sections
Thrivent Financial Announces
Impact in the Inland Empire
Page 21
Small Business Handbook
Page 5
EXECUTIVE TIME OUT

Something Delicious
is Brewing in
British Columbia

continued on page 19

CSUSB ALUMNUS LOU
MONVILLE APPOINTED TO CSU
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Lou Monville, a graduate of Cal State San Bernardino who has a
long history of service to the university and the Inland Empire, has
been appointed to the California State University Board of Trustees
as the Alumni Trustee. Monville, who is the vice president of
Riverside-based O’Reilly Public Relations, was appointed by the
California State University Alumni Council and will begin serving a
two-year term in May. The Alumni Trustee is the only trustee
appointed to the 25-member CSU Board of Trustees without review
by the governor or Legislature.
“Lou is a long-time advocate and champion for the CSU and
higher education in the state,” said Kristin Crellin, president of the
CSU Alumni Council. “His leadership, focus on student success and
dedication to the CSU mission are all invaluable assets to the board.”
“I am first and foremost a CSUSB
alum and to be chosen to represent
my peers is a distinct honor,” said
Monville. “I look forward to continuing to serve my fellow alumni
and the Inland Empire while serving on the CSU Board of Trustees.”
Cal State San Bernardino President
Tomás Morales praised Monville’s
appointment.
“We are delighted for Lou, who
has proven time and time again to
be a good and dedicated friend in
his service to his alma mater, the
people of our region, and ultimately
higher education in California,”
Lou Monville
continued on page 7

Page 39

UCR Settles with
Former Dean

David Stewart
UC Riverside officials say
they have resolved a lawsuit
filed by former business school
Dean David Stewart.
Stewart was appointed dean
of the undergraduate business
program and the A. Gary
continued on page 40
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Wells Fargo Invests $100,000 to Inland Empire Non-Profit Organizations to
Bolster Workforce Development and Job Creation: San Bernardino County
Workforce Investment Board One of Two Non-Profits Chosen
$1.7 million in Economic Opportunity grants awarded to programs supporting individuals
and small business owners
Wells Fargo & Company
announced that it will invest
$100,000 in Inland Empire
organizations and programs that
support workforce development
and job creation. This funding is
part of $1.7 million in grants
Wells Fargo plans to give
California, Washington, Oregon
and Alaska. As part of this
investment, the San Bernardino
County Workforce Investment
Board will receive $50,000
towards helping residents
obtain new skills and find
employment.
“We are delighted to receive
this grant, which will fund
vocational training for 15 individuals, including On-the-Job
Training, career counseling and
job placement,” said Sandy
Harmsen, executive director of
the County of San Bernardino
Workforce Investment Board.
Wells Fargo & Company’s
grant will target unemployed
veterans, low-income residents,
long-term unemployed and
those in transitory living situations.
The Workforce Investment
Board has been providing assis-

tance to job seekers for many
years. One resident who benefited from a WIB training program is Willie Collins. Despite
working for 18 years as a driver, Willie’s Class ‘A’ license
expired while he was on leave
for disability and he was then
unable to find a job.
The WIB paid for his commercial truck driving training,
provided resume assistance and
helped him find a job making
$25.00 an hour. “I am so grateful for the assistance I received.
I would never have been able to
afford the training on my own.
Now, I have a job I love and am
able to earn a good living,” said
Willie.
San Bernardino County
Board of Supervisors Chair
Janice Rutherford said the Wells
Fargo grant will help residents
find employment in occupations
that are seeing an increase in
demand across the region.
“Participants will receive a
full complement of employment
services. In addition to earning
a business-recognized certificate, individuals will get career
assessment and planning assis-

tance, and each one will be
assigned a personal advisor to
help them with resume writing,
interview techniques, job
searches and job placement.”
The Riverside Community
College Foundation’s TriTech
Small Business Development
Center was also named a
$50,000 Wells Fargo Inland
Empire grant recipient.
“Wells Fargo understands
the importance of workforce
development and helping create
sustainable communities that
have been hard hit with unemployment,” said Celia Lanning,
Inland
Empire
Regional
President. “These grants will go
a long way to help strengthen
and reinforce the efforts of
these organizations as they
focus on creating jobs in our
communities.”
Wells Fargo stated that
award recipients were chosen in
both urban and rural locations
within each state based on their
support for individual job seekers, the self-employed and
small business owners.
Large cities and urban areas
with the highest levels of unem-

ployment as measured by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
were selected. Urban organizations were selected in the following cities:
• Oakland, San Jose,
Fresno,
Sacramento,
Los
Angeles, San Francisco, San
Diego, Anaheim-Santa Ana and
Riverside-San
Bernardino,
California
• Seattle, Washington
• Portland, Oregon
• Anchorage, Alaska
Rural organizations were
selected in each of the four
states with the stipulation that
75 percent or more of the grant
must benefit programs directly
serving rural communities.
In 2013, Wells Fargo invested $275.5 million in grants to
18,500 nonprofits, and team
members contributed more than
1.69 million volunteer hours
around the country. In the
Inland Empire, Wells Fargo
invested $2.55 million to 228
schools and non-profits. For
more information, please visit:
www.wellsfargo.com/about/csr.

PERSONAL
PERSONAL AND
AND BUSINESS
BUSINESS ACCOUNTABILITY
ACCOUNTABILITY
Protecting Your “A” Factor: 16 Accountability Killers to Avoid
It’s easy to assume that you’re an accountable person if you don’t tell outrageous lies and generally follow
through on your commitments. But Julie Miller and Brian Bedford say that even small lapses can affect the way
others see you. Here, they list 16 common “accountability killers” you might otherwise be tempted to overlook.
Are you accountable? If
you’re like most people, your
answer to that question is an
automatic “Yes” or maybe even
an indignant “Of course, why
are you even asking me?” After
all, you don’t believe that
you’re above the law or lie
about your behavior like
Toronto Mayor Rob Ford. And
you’re no Anthony Weiner (Or
is that Carlos Danger?), either:

You don’t move heaven and
earth to shift the blame when
you’re clearly the one at fault.
And you’re not like Sarah, your
reliably unreliable coworker,
who is chronically late and
always full of convenient excuses.
But are you truly in the
clear? Probably not, say Julie
Miller and Brian Bedford. They
contend that most of us are

guilty of small behaviors that
crack our accountability façade
and hurt us, both personally and
professionally, far more than we
realize. “We know from the
Lance
Armstrongs,
Jerry
Sanduskys, and Bernie Madoffs
of the world what accountability
absolutely isn’t,” notes Miller,
coauthor along with Bedford of
“Culture
Without
Accountability—WTF? What’s

the Fix?” “But rarely do we stop
to examine what accountability
is in action. That’s why it’s so
easy for little behaviors—
‘accountability killers,’ if you
will—to worm their way unnoticed into our lives.”
“Often, we’re critical of
these behaviors when we see
them displayed by other people,
but we give ourselves a pass
continued on page 5
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Killers to Avoid Most of us are guilty of small
behaviors that crack our accountability façade and
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Protecting Your...

when we’re the ones engaging in
them,” comments Bedford. “We tell
continued from pg. 3
ourselves, It’s just a one-time
thing…I don’t usually act like this. But that just doesn’t hold water.
No matter how often it does or doesn’t happen, failing to act accountably can damage your reputation, your relationships, your career
opportunities, and more.”
In “Culture Without Accountability—WTF? What’s the Fix?”
Miller and Bedford examine what can happen when businesses,
teams, families, and individuals shirk accountability. The book is full
of real-life stories of what accountability looks like and what can go
wrong in its absence. It offers a proven process for installing an
accountability-based culture, a platform for success in business and
in everyday life.
Here, in no particular order, the authors share a list of their personal pet-peeve “accountability killers”:
Showing up late. Sure, there are legitimate reasons why even the
most responsible person might be running late: a fender bender, a
sick child, an unfortunate coffee spill, to name just a few. And yes,
everybody gets a pass on this one from time to time when life’s
curveballs happen. But if it happens again and again, you’ve got a
problem. “If tardiness is a habit—if others expect it from you rather
than being surprised by it—you’re not being accountable,” says
Miller. “In effect, what you’re saying is, ‘I don’t value your time. I
believe I’m more important than you’—or at the very least, ‘It’s not
important to me to honor the agreement we made.’”
Saying you’ll do it…and then not doing it. Again, sometimes
“life” happens. If an unforeseen accident or crisis derails your best
intentions, most folks are likely to understand. But if you fail to meet
your commitments more than once or twice, you lack accountability.
“If you find yourself constantly making excuses, asking for more
time, or expecting others to understand why you ‘just didn’t get
around to it,’ it’s time to make a change,” comments Bedford. “Either
start pushing yourself harder or stop making promises you can’t
keep.”
Being offended by the truth. When someone calls you out—for
dropping the ball, for behaving badly, etc.—how do you react? “If
you’re indignant or offended instead of accepting that the other person has made a valid observation, you’ve just killed your accountability,” points out Miller. “Denying or just having a bad attitude
about what’s obviously true will cause your credibility and trustworthiness to take a significant hit.”
Covering up mistakes. The

continued on page 6

SMALL BUSINESS HANDBOOK
NEGOTIATING FOR MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
“There is not a lot of new inventory coming on board, so hotels
are in a stronger position,” says hospitality industry attorney Lisa
Sommer Devlin. “They know there are other customers out there.”
However, seasoned planners say working out a strong contract
that benefits both sides is well within reach.

Ontario Airport Hotel & Conference Center
Achieving this, though, means that planners need to consider the
hotel’s viewpoint as well as their own. Some elements of the meeting may be relatively easy to win, concessions on, while others may
not. “Knowing your ultimate needs versus your wants will help you
determine where to spend your time and energy negotiating,” advises Leslye Norman, sourcing supervisor for CWT Meetings &
Events. “Always aim high and ask for more than you expect to get.”
The Big Picture
Room rate is often considered the most important element to bargain for, but planners make a mistake if they pour too much of their
negotiating energy into this one point, Experts say. It’s the overall
cost of the meeting that counts, and getting concessions on other elements such as meeting room rental, food and beverage minimums
and technology is often easier.
“Your hotel makes most of its money off of the room rate, so it’s
the hardest point to negotiate,” says Tricia Van Every, president of
Premier Event Resources. “You’ll have better luck with everything
else. It’s not just about the room rate, it’s about the whole picture.”
Devlin agrees, adding that hotels can be generous in “soft dollar”
areas where their financial outlay is not great. “For instance, if the
hotel has its own limo, it may be willing to give you airport transfers,” she says. “If they have to hire out, it’s far less likely. Or, if
they have a lot of unsold suites, they may be willing to give you suite
upgrades. You have to know what is important to the hotel and what
is important to your group.”
As a general rule, planners can expect to be in a stronger negotiating position overall if they come to the bargaining table with data
about their organization’s previous meetings spend across all categories, including sleeping rooms, food and beverage, audiovisual,
golf and spa, according to Robyn Miekiewicz, director-global meeting management for Meeting Site Resources.
“Use this data to maximize value-based negotiations and measure cost savings,” she says. “The hotel takes spend in all these categories into consideration and looks at the value of your total
account.”
continued on page 18
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Exosun Trackers Selected for a 30 MW Project in the U.S.
Company inks first contract in North America and expands manufacturing to the U.S.
Exosun Inc., a leading
provider of solar tracking technologies and associated engineering services, announced its
Exotrack® HZ product will
maximize power generation for
30 MWAC of solar electric systems in California for Spanish
sustainable technology solutions provider Abengoa and
multinational renewable energy
developer EDP Renewables.
This deal represents Exosun’s
first contract in North America.
“Technological advancements
have
significantly
reduced the cost of trackers
while reinforcing reliability”
EDP Renewables is the
owner and developer of the 30
MWAC solar project while
Abengoa will manage engineering, procurement and construction services. The solar

plant will be equipped with a
total of 263 Exotrack® HZ horizontal single-axis trackers,
supporting 121,920 photovoltaic modules. This technology
optimizes PV panel orientation
to considerably improve electricity production compared to
fixed-tilt installations. It is
designed for fast, easy installation, and each unit is optimized
to reduce motor stress and minimize maintenance over the
long term. At the heart of
Exotrack® HZ is the Exobox
control system, which seamlessly manages programming
algorithms with backtracking
while enabling on-site and
remote plant monitoring and
operations.
“Technological advancements
have
significantly
reduced the cost of trackers

Protecting Your...

fact that others don’t know about a
slip-up doesn’t mean it didn’t hapcontinued from pg. 5
pen. “If nothing else, your accountability will suffer in your own eyes,” asserts Bedford. “You also run
the risk of setting a bad precedent for yourself. The next time something comes up, you’ll think, Well, last time this happened I just
shredded the document, or, I’ll just delete the customer’s email
again. No one noticed before. “Do this sort of thing enough times and
the tendency to cover up becomes a habit,” he adds. “You get away
with it so you start to think it’s okay. But if your actions do come to
light, your public reputation will take two hits: one for the original
mistake and one for trying to hide it.”
Blaming others. The so-called “blame game” is one in which
nobody wins—least of all the person pointing the finger. Even if the
fault lies with someone else, says Miller, part of being an accountable person means doing your best to offer solutions in addition to
pointing out problems. And if the blame does lie with you, it’s dishonest and reprehensible to attempt to shift it to someone else.
“Always own up to your mistakes,” she instructs. “And keep in
mind that you’re still participating in the blame game, albeit passively, by keeping your mouth shut when you’ve acted wrongly. Even if
you experience unpleasant short-term consequences, you’ll build an
overall reputation for integrity when you ‘fess up’ to your mistakes.”
Asking others to cover for you. “I have to leave a little early to
run errands—will you just tell the boss I wasn’t feeling well if she
asks?” Or, “I’m going to bail on John’s party but I don’t want to hear
him whine about the fact that I won’t be coming. Just let him know
something came up, all right?” Yes, these scenarios sound familiar to
most of us. But that doesn’t mean that asking someone to deflect
blame, conflict, or questions from you is acceptable.
“What makes you worthy of shirking responsibility when everyone else on earth has to face the music?” Bedford asks. “When you

while reinforcing reliability,”
said Pavel Molchanov, equity
research analyst with the
Energy Group at Raymond
James & Associates. “Solutions
that can cost-effectively elevate
plant output, such as Exosun’s
Exotrack® HZ, will be crucial
to helping developers capitalize
on the growth projected in utility-scale PV.”
“Our Exotrack® HZ products have demonstrated their
ability to accelerate ROI for
customers across 130 MW in
Europe; our entrance into the
rapidly
expanding
North
American market is a natural
progression for our business,”
said Frédéric Conchy, president
and CEO of Exosun. “Earning
the opportunity to work with
industry standouts like EDP
Renewables and Abengoa

underscores the bankability of
our trackers, and represents the
first step in what we anticipate
will be a strong, lasting relationship. We’re looking forward to a breakout year, both
for Exosun and the global
tracker market.”
Exosun Inc., located in San
Francisco, was founded in 2012
by Exosun SAS in order to support the European company’s
expansion into North America.
It has since then partnered with
a U.S.-based manufacturer to
localize manufacturing in addition to completing a Black &
Veatch report validating the
bankability of the Exotrack®
HZ product, also recently
declared the first solar tracker
worldwide to be UL 3703 compliant.

behave this way, you bring the ‘coverer’ down with you, down to
your low level of honesty, which damages both of you. And if you
get mad when the other person refuses to cover for you, you’ve
degraded your accountability even further.”
Doing the bare minimum. Is your M.O. to do just enough to get
by and then hope no one calls you on it? Do you ever withhold information or shoot down ideas that could make a project better because
it will require you to do more work? “If so, not only are you preventing yourself from giving and doing your best, you’re also making
yourself look bad in the eyes of others,” says Miller. “Trust me, you
aren’t getting away with anything. People are noticing your laziness,
and it will affect your reputation, which can lead to very negative
consequences in your professional life.”
Not offering an explanation for bad behavior… I admitted I
was wrong—do I have to get into the nitty-gritty details of why? you
ask. “Well, yes,” responds Bedford. “Acknowledging that the fault
was yours is the first step—but only the first step. If you don’t truthfully explain why you acted as you did, others might still question
your motivation, judgment, etc. You may still be viewed as lacking
accountability.”
…or trying to justify it with a bad one. There are a lot of adult
versions of “The dog ate my homework.” But usually, our peers can
see through them. “You don’t do yourself any favors when you try to
talk yourself out of taking responsibility,” points out Miller. “It just
makes you seem as though you believe you are above the law.”
Ignoring others’ bad behavior. Remember that time when one
of your peers was throwing his weight around and bullying one of his
employees? Not wanting to get involved in the drama, you took the
“none of my business” approach to dealing with the problem. You
continued on page 15
chose not to speak up about the
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REAL ESTATE NOTES
TAIWANESE
COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER BUYS 89K SQUARE FOOT ONTARIO
FACILITY
Chenbro Micom purchased their current 88.8k-square-foot
HQ/distribution building in Ontario for roughly $8 million. The
building is located at 2800 Jurupa Street, within IIT Hofer Ranch.
The company had originally signed a lease/option last December
and just now completed the acquisition. Chenbro Micom, a
Taiwanese-based chassis manufacturer of computer equipment
and products, relocated from a smaller facility nearby, at 2888 E.
Spruce Street. The state-of-the-art HQ/manufacturing/distribution
facility was built in 2013 by Hillwood Development and then sold
to Industrial Income Trust (IIT), who in turn inked this deal for the
property with Chenbro Micom.
Andrew Herron, senior vice president of The Saywitz
Company, negotiated the transaction on behalf of Chenbro Micom.
IIT was represented by Jim Koenig, David Consani, Dan de la Paz
and Darla Longo of CBRE.
TEMECULA MIXED-USE PROPERTY SELLS
Old Town Center, a 29.5k-square-foot mixed-use development
in Temecula, sold for $7.65 million ($259/sf). Built in 2009, the
property is located at 28544 Old Town Front Street, north of
Temecula Parkway on the west side of I-15. The three-story office
and retail property is located in the heart of the Historic
Downtown District of Temecula. Currently at 100% occupancy,
Old Town Center boasts a diverse tenant mix including Edge
Restaurant, Crush & Brew, La Point Wealth Management, Reliable
Realty, Southwest Desert Insurance, Living Yoga Center,
Cornerstone, Eye Eco, and Canela Software.
Chuck Wasker of Colliers International and Mark Kagan of
Kagan Commercial Real Estate represented the seller, Old Town
Center 1 LLC. Jim Ashcraft and Bill Harp of Ashcraft Investment
Company repped the buyer, Fair Oaks Valley LLC. “The city of
Temecula, and Old Town in particular, has seen strong growth
coming out of the recession,” said Wasker, senior vice president of
Colliers International, “This is evidenced by new spec office and
mixed-use projects currently under construction as well as completed developments like Old Town Center being 100% occupied.”
MORENO VALLEY RETAIL ASSET ACQUIRED BY
BRIXTON CAPITAL FOR $42 MILLION
In a sizable SoCal retail investment buy, San Diego-based
Brixton Capital has purchased TownGate Center, a 285.8k-squarefoot community shopping center in the Inland Empire city of
Moreno Valley. The property, anchored by a high-performing TJ
Maxx/Home Goods and Ross Dress for Less, sold for $42 million
($147/sf), which represented a 6.9% cap rate. TownGate Center is
situated on a 28.5-acre site at 12625 Frederick Street in Moreno
Valley, adjacent to the Moreno Valley Mall, and features excellent
visibility in both directions along Highway 60 in the heart of
Moreno Valley’s primary retail trade area. Other tenants at the
property include Regency Theatres, BevMo!, ULTA, Dollar Tree,
Planet Fitness and restaurants such as Chipotle.
Phil Voorhees, Megan Read, Jimmy Slusher, John Read and
Brad Rable of CBRE’s National Retail Investment Group – West
(NRIG-West) represented the seller, a partnership between
Chicago-based private equity firm, Walton Street and Dallasbased, Fritz Duda Company. The
continued on page 8

CSUSB...

Morales said. “He has shown himself to be a trusted advisor and
continued from pg. 1
leader in the CSUSB Philanthropic
Foundation Board, and I am proud to call him my friend.”
Monville has served as a member of the CSU Board of Trustees
since being appointed by Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger in 2006, and
currently serves as the board’s vice chair, while also chairing the
committee on collective bargaining. His gubernatorial appointment
was scheduled to end this year, but with this appointment, Monville
will succeed Trustee Bob Linschied, who is the current Alumni
Trustee and outgoing chair of the CSU Board of Trustees. Monville,
who earned a bachelor’s degree in communication studies in 1994
and was student body president, has a long history of volunteer service to Cal State San Bernardino, the CSU and the inland region. His
activities have included the CSUSB Alumni Association Board of
Directors, which also involved a year as its president; the CSUSB
representative to the CSU Alumni Council; the Coyote Athletics
Association; the Ambassadors for Higher Education and CSUSB
Philanthropic Foundation Board of Directors.
He is a member and former president of the Greater Riverside
Chamber of Commerce. For Monville’s service to the business community, he was named the “Small Business Advocate of the Year” by
the California Chamber of Commerce. He also serves on Inland
Action, which seeks to improve the economic well-being of the
Inland Empire. The CSU Board of Trustees is responsible for the
governance of the 23-campus system. Under present law, there are 25
Trustees (24 voting, one non-voting). Five trustees are ex officio
members: the governor, lieutenant governor, the speaker of the
Assembly, state superintendent of public instruction and the chancellor. No trustee, with the exception of the chancellor and the faculty
trustee, receives any salary for his or her service.
The CSU Alumni Council is the voice of the CSU’s 2.9 million
alumni and it plays an active role in helping to shape CSU policy and
participate in strategic decision making. The council is made up of
alumni directors and representatives from all 23 CSU campuses.
Alumni council members meet regularly with CSU leaders and participate on systemwide committees to ensure that alumni are represented.
For more information on the CSU Board of Trustees, contact
Mike Uhlenkamp at (562) 951-4834 or by email at
muhlenkamp@calstate.edu.

COMPUTER/TECH
COMPUTER/TECH COLUMN
COLUMN

A Brief History of Audiobooks
By J. Allen Leinberger
Today’s popular love of audiobooks draws from a couple of different sources—one was the service known as Books for the Blind.
Before audio recordings, books were available in braille. In 1931,
the government of the United States made it a goal to make sure that
the blind were equipped with books. Yet, later on, audio recordings
were the preferred format.
Audio recordings were first created (on vinyl, at the time), when
the 1931 Pratt-Smoot Act was amended, in 1933, to include "talking
books.” The access to these talking books was soon expanded to
service blind children, as well. In 1952, children’s titles were given
the same treatment as adult books. All of this access was allowed to
occur, since copyright laws allow for books to be recreated in formats
that help the blind, and others with disabilities.
The National Library Service of the Blind and Physically
continued on page 28
Handicapped (NLS) began distrib-
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DUFF & PHELPS/INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL STOCK CHART
THE GAINERS

THE LOSERS

Top five, by percentage

Company

Current
Close

American States Water Company
CVB Financial Corp.
Provident Financial Holdings, Inc.
Simplicity Bancorp, Inc. (H)

32.60
16.30
15.86
18.03

Top five, by percentage

Company

Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close
Month Change
Monster Beverage Corporation (H) 68.83
74.00
-5.17
-7.0%

Beg. of Point %Change
Month Change
30.03
15.57
15.37
17.64

2.57
0.73
0.49
0.39

Ticker

American States Water Company
CVB Financial Corp.
Monster Beverage Corporation (H)
Simplicity Bancorp, Inc. (H)
Provident Financial Holdings, Inc.

8.6%
4.7%
3.2%
2.2%

3/21/14
Close Price

2/28/14
Open Price

%Chg.
Month

52 Week
High

52 Week
Low

Current P/E

Ratio

Exchange

AWR

32.60

30.03

8.6

33.09

25.07

20.3

NYSE

CVBF

16.30

15.57

4.7

17.48

10.29

17.9

NASDAQGS

MNST

68.83

74.00

(7.0)

75.63

47.16

35.3

NASDAQGS

SMPL

18.03

17.64

2.2

18.43

14.02

22.6

NASDAQGS

PROV

15.86

15.37

3.2

18.62

14.12

12.6

NASDAQGS

Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not Meaningful

Five Most Active Stocks
Monster Beverage Corporation
21,151,440
CVB Financial Corp.
6,579,130
American States Water Company
3,176,670
Provident Financial Holdings, Inc.
392,790
Simplicity Bancorp, Inc.
113,630
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

31,413,660

Monthly Summary
3/21/14
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

4
1
0
2
0

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation’s leading investment banking and financial advisory organizations. All stock data on this page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recommendation is intended or implied. (310) 689-0070.

Real Estate...

all-cash buyer was also repped by
Voorhees and the NRIG-West
continued from pg. 7
team. CBRE’s Walter Pagel and
Barclay Harty were the leasing agents on TownGate Center at the
time of the sale. “The quality of the buyer pool, the level of activity and the competitive bidding we experienced on the TownGate
Center transaction indicates renewed institutional investor interest
in retail investments in the Inland Empire,” said Voorhees.
“TownGate Center provides an excellent balance of income stability from new 10-year leases with national and regional credit tenants, a below replacement cost purchase opportunity, some very
low in-place rents, and the ability to significantly increase income
over a 5-10-year hold period as the economy continues to recover.”
The TownGate Center closing was a milestone for the NRIGWest team, its 500th successful retail investment sale transaction.
With this closing, CBRE's NRIG-West team has closed 83 transactions since the start of 2012 for total consideration of $1.7 billion.
In total, the NRIG-West team has listed and sold more than $7.6
billion in retail transactions. A 50k-square-foot LA Fitness property in the Inland Empire city of Hemet sold for $11.175 million, or
about $224/square foot. The property is located at 220 North
Sanderson Avenue, at the corner of Sanderson and West Florida

Avenues (California State Route 74).
LA Fitness in Hemet was built in 2008 on 5.6 acres and is 100
percent leased to Fitness International LLC. Florida Avenue is
Hemet’s major retail corridor and the Hemet Valley Mall,
anchored by J.C. Penny, Sears and Gottschalks, is less than a mile
east of the property. Mark Thiel, a vice president investments in
Marcus & Millichap’s San Diego office, represented the seller, a
local property owner. “This LA Fitness is located at the busiest
intersection in Hemet and is the only major fitness center in the
entire San Jacinto Valley,” says Thiel. “The small supply of competitors in the region and club’s central location place it in an
excellent position to capture a high level of memberships.”
HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS TEMECULA SELLS FOR
$11.4 MILLION
A private investor purchased the Holiday Inn Express
Temecula for $11.355 million. The acquisition was financed with
a 20-year fixed-rate, SBA 504 loan for $11.3 million arranged by
Ron Coomes of TMC Financing and funded by BBCN Bank in
Los Angeles. The property, located at 27660 Jefferson Avenue,
features a 46.3k-square-foot building on a 113k-square-foot land
parcel. The financing will allow the Holiday Inn Express franchise
continued on page 10
owner, Lipsa Patel, to make interi-
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Green Automotive Company Signs Binding Agreement to Acquire
UK Based Parts Remanufacturing Business Transhock Ltd and
Professionalizes It’s EV Battery Recycling Business
Green
Automotive
Company (OTCQB: GACR)
announced that it has signed a
binding agreement to buy
Transhock Ltd., a well established re-manufacturer and distributor of vehicle parts and
accessories based in the West
Midlands in the UK, the heart
of the UK Automotive
Industry. The company reported circa $7m+ of Revenues for
the year ended 31st March
2013 (to UK GAAP), and was
both profitable and cashflow
positive. The transaction will
be earnings accretive to GAC
and was paid for with $1.8m in
equity. For Green Automotive
this acquisition presents an
opportunity to strengthen its
position in the growing market
for recycling vehicle parts and
in particular to extend, and
develop its range of remanufactured parts for electric vehicles, especially in the area of
battery technology.
Transhock Ltd., a 28-yearold privately owned company,
has a proven track record of
growth and innovation as

demonstrated by its ability to
maintain profitability throughout the latest recession.
Transhock Ltd is managed by
two partners (David Davies
and Derek Neale) who will
remain with the business post
acquisition, strengthening the
GAC management team. The

a lucrative business that also
makes environmental sense.
By reusing existing parts
instead of making new ones,
we not only reduce operating
costs, but more importantly
reduce greenhouse gases and
our environmental footprint.
GAC through its Liberty E-

“We’re excited about joining the
GAC group, and feel ready to make a
good contribution to the group’s overall
strategy. Our business can operate
easily on both sides of the “pond”
business has a total of over 50
employees and operates to ISO
9001 standards. It benefits
from an excellent reputation in
the UK market with a diversified customer base of over
2500 clients from which repeat
business represents 85-90% of
sales.
Commenting on the agreement, Ian Hobday, CEO of
Green Automotive Company
said: “Recycling and remanufacturing car and truck parts is

Care business had already
started the process of remanufacturing various EV parts and
is pioneering the refurbishment
of EV batteries. By bringing
Transhock into the GAC team,
we can add to their existing
business our emerging electric
vehicle parts business. By
doing this we will gain
economies of scale, improve
turnaround time, expand our
offerings and provide a finished product of a higher qual-

ity and better presentation. As
the use of EV’s continues to
grow so the demand for remanufacturing parts will grow with
it, and we’ll be well placed to
exploit this developing trend.
Following our two major
acquisitions, Blackhawk and
Transhock, we have brought in
more than $12MM in additional revenues to our growing
existing businesses. GAC will
now focus on consolidating
and integrating these businesses into our group paving the
way for future growth.”
David Davies, director of
Transhock Ltd: “We’re excited
about joining the GAC group,
and feel ready to make a good
contribution to the group’s
overall strategy. Our business
can operate easily on both
sides of the “pond,” so we look
forward to initiating our parts
remanufacturing efforts, especially for EV’s in America
too.”
About Green Automotive
Company - Visit www.thegreenautomotivecompany.com.

CSUSB’S GRADUATE BUSINESS PROGRAM RECEIVES TOP RANKINGS
BY CEO Magazine
The master’s in business administration program at Cal State
San Bernardino’s College of Business and Public Administration
has again been ranked in the top 20 by CEO Magazine’s
International Graduate Forum.
According to CEO Magazine, CSUSB ranked No. 2 in “Tier
One” in both the North American M.B.A. and European M.B.A.
rankings, and was named in the Global Top 20 M.B.A. rankings
for 2014.
“The rankings reaffirm the incredible value that our program
offers at local as well as global levels, with its focus on student
career and professional success, citizenship and leadership,” said
Vipin Gupta, associate dean of CSUSB’s business college.
The International Graduate Forum’s 2013 winter M.B.A.
rankings were compiled based on key performance indicators that
are considered to be of interest and value to potential students.
Factors such as international diversity, class size, student work
experience, faculty-to-student ratios, as well as faculty qualifications—both academic and professional—were given considerable
weight, according to CEO Magazine.
“It is gratifying to see the hard work our faculty and staff

have put into making our program worthwhile to our students
recognized by the International Graduate Forum,” said Lawrence
Rose, dean of CSUSB’s College of Business and Public
Administration. Victor Callender, chief executive officer and
founder of CEO Magazine, said that with the increasing competition between business schools, it is important for schools to
understand what students really want.
“Schools ranked highly by the IGF in CEO Magazine have
been successful in this goal,” said Callender. “Bigger is not
always better, and our aim is to highlight schools that offer
exceptional value and quality, and increase the choices available
to our readers when faced with the difficult decision of where to
study their M.B.A.”
The International Graduate Forum has been designed to give
high-potential managers a 360 degree view of the world’s leading
business schools. Research data on the world’s top MBA programs is distributed online and in print via CEO Magazine, the
International Graduate Forum’s flagship publication.
Schools are assessed based upon certain knowledge and performance indicators, which act as
continued on page 28
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SUCCESS
SUCCESS IN
IN WORKPLACE
WORKPLACE
Five Ways to Use Your Brain to Build a Better Business
By Michael Vaughan
Business owners and managers today face a myriad of
challenges—a tight market with
strong competition, workforce
issues, slimming margins and
the need to keep pace with technological advancements to
name a few. Add to these a rapidly changing environment and
a barrage of noise generated
from the Internet, smartphones,
television, and other media.
How do owners and managers stay in step with daily
competing priorities and deadlines, filter out the noise, and
keep their businesses on the fast
track to productivity and profitability? The answers can be
found in neural leadership.
Neural leadership is part of
brain science, which studies
how the brain works and how
business leaders can leverage
brain function in themselves and
their teams to create a more
robust work environment.
It’s an exciting time for
brain science. New insights and
discoveries about brain function
are being made every week, and
the focus on neural leadership is
forging the way. As Dr. David
Rock,
editor
of
the
NeuroLeadership
Journal,
points out, increasing understanding of how the brain works
can help align work practices
with the brain’s affinity to create
a more productive and successful workplace.
How business owners and
managers better use their brains
to understand what employees
need psychologically in order to
excel and perform? Adopting

Real Estate...

these five neural leadership
practices can help them work
better with their teams to solve
problems and make moreinformed strategic decisions:

job done. Collaborative teams
are productive teams, and over
time, they will demonstrate
enduring engagement and
improved results.

1. Foster fairness.
Neuroscientists have discovered that when people feel they
have been treated unfairly,
activity is stimulated in the
amygdala, the part of the brain
that performs a primary role in
processing memory and emotional reactions. In short, memories of being treated unfairly run
deep, so it is better to err on the
side of being fair than right.
Understanding this innate need
is helpful in creating relationships that focus on respect,
acceptance,
and
equality.
Maintain a fair environment,
and synergy will likely be created among workers, who will
unite to evaluate and find viable
solutions to difficult problems.

3. Add sufficient sleep to
the toolbox.
If inventor Thomas Edison
had slept more, he may have
made fewer mistakes. Edison
and many prominent thinkers in
history have encouraged work
over sleep. However, the brain
needs sleep. Debates about why
this is true are rampant among
neuroscientists, but many good
reasons come to light. During
sleep, it is believed that the
brain consolidates memories,
makes new connections, conserves energy, and unconsciously chips away at problems.
Getting enough rest also affects
safety and the number of mistakes made. The best way to tell
if a person is getting enough
sleep is if he wakes up rested
without the need for an alarm.
During the workday, encourage
workers to take a break, go for a
walk, or enjoy lunch without
checking phone messages or
working—all in the interest of
reenergizing and recharging
their brains. Step away from the
caffeine and be sure to get 40
winks, as well. Finally, recognize teams for a job well done.
Their brains will release
dopamine, which is a natural
energy booster.

2. Take
a
social
approach.
The human brain is a predominantly social organ that
needs some level of socially
driven interactions and goals.
Most workplace cultures, however, focus on optimizing results
instead of improving social
interactions. The unintended
consequence of focusing on
results instead of people is that,
over time, even top performers
will feel devalued, less secure,
or maybe even unfairly treated.
This means that it’s important to
inspire teams to be collaborative
in their approach to getting the

or upgrades and retain working
capital, creating and retaining
continued from pg. 8
almost 30 employees.
The property sellers were Sapna and Sharad Khandwala of
Alps Group of Hotels, who currently own and operate five hotels.
Alps Group of Hotels is also an SBA 504 client of TMC
Financing. Under the Khandwala’s management, the hotel’s occupancy rate and profitability increased significantly, proving their
15 years of hotel ownership experience successful.

4. Pay attention to one
task at a time.
When tasks compete for the

same limited mental resources,
the quality of the results of all
tasks is diminished. In other
words, the benefits of multitasking are vastly overrated. Most
notably, prolonged multitasking
causes a decline in and erosion
of the quality of thought and
energy. In other words, it’s probably not in anyone’s best interests to try to work on a report,
review contracts, and solve a
client dispute at the same time.
Stop multitasking and focus on
one item at a time to avoid the
inability to fully process each
discrete task.
5. Stop predicting. People
are wired to predict.
That is, when in any situation, they automatically try to
make sense of it by predicting
what will happen next. The danger in creating predictions is that
most are inaccurate or incomplete. With experience, the ability to make predictions will
improve. However, holding on
to a prediction may stop a person from seeking new perspectives that can help set a better
strategy or make a better decision. To break the prediction
cycle, teach workers how to recognize when they are jumping to
conclusions and encourage them
to suspend judgment long
enough to entertain alternative
solutions.
For more information, contact Michael at mvaughan@regiscompany or follow his blog at
www.thethinkingeffect.com.

PET FOODS COMPANY LEASES 109K-SQUARE-FOOT
ONTARIO FACILITY
Hager Pacific Properties has inked a long-term lease with a
major pet foods company that will occupy a 108.7k-square-foot
manufacturing and distribution building near Ontario International
Airport. We’re told that the 15-year lease has a total value of
around $5.8 million, which divides out to around $0.30/sf/mo. The
facility is located on a five-acre site at 2400 E. Francis Street, at
the intersection with S. Archibald and adjacent to Ontario
International Airport. The building
continued on page 24
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TIME
TIME MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
Want to Change Your Life? First, Change Your Day: How to Break the
Work Patterns That Stress You Out…and Get You Nowhere and 13 Tips
for Thriving in a To-Do List-Dominated World
If you’re tired of being stressed out and overworked, Andy Core has some advice that will help you
take back your to-do list and become the CEO of your life. He offers a few tips on how to stop struggling
and start thriving.
As hard as I work every day,
shouldn’t I have “arrived” by
now? It’s a question that nags at
you as you slog through each
day, bound to the tyranny of
your to-do list, one eye constantly on the clock. It seems all
you do is work, but you have
only mediocre results to show
for it. Once, you had big goals
and the confidence to achieve
them, but now all you feel is
tired, stressed, and overburdened. It seems the dreams you
once had—of leading your
department, being the top salesperson, joining the C-suite—
have disappeared into the quicksand that has become your daily
life.
If this scenario describes
you, Andy Core says you’re not
a loser. Like so many others,
you’re an unwitting victim of
today’s demanding work culture, not to mention bad habits
that are sabotaging your best
efforts.
“As you go through life, you
develop habits and routines that
you think will help you succeed,” says Core, author of the
new book, “Change Your Day,
Not Your Life: A Realistic
Guide to Sustained Motivation,
More Productivity, and the Art
of Working Well.” “Problem is,
many of those patterns probably
don’t work for you personally.
What’s productive for your
coworker may not work well for
you, for example. Or a strategy
that was effective five years ago
may no longer work.”
Even your instincts can lead
you astray, he says. But you can
change habits and patterns that
don’t serve you. You can refocus
your attention, redirect your
thoughts, and generate greater

motivation, energy, optimism,
and creativity, as well as more
rewarding relationships. A credentialed,
award-winning
thought leader on increasing
employee engagement, Core is
the perfect coach to help you
become what he calls a
“Thriver”: someone who works
hard, meets or exceeds expectations, and enjoys high levels of
personal and professional success, accompanied by (and this
is the best part) lower stress levels. His book gives readers the
tools to create precisely that
type of life. It also includes a
curriculum to help companies
reengage employees, improve
communication, retain talent,
and boost innovation—all of
which catapult overall profitability.
“To start reclaiming the
goals that once inspired and
excited you, you’ll have to
change the way you approach
your day,” says Core. “Instead
of a worker whose actions are
dictated by supervisors and todo lists, you’ll need to begin acting like the CEO of your own
life.”
Read on for a few CEO-worthy tactics that will help you
start thriving immediately:
Figure out what’s doable
in a day.
In “Change Your Day,” Core
writes about a woman named
Janet. She came to him hoping
that he could help her find some
semblance of balance. She was
overworked, overstressed, and
overweight. She had no time to
exercise or to spend with friends
and family. She was constantly
on the go and fueled by caffeine,
with no chance to recuperate

between projects. Not surprisingly, Janet wanted to change
her life.
“Initially, Janet was disappointed when I told her that
changing her life was just too
hard,” Core recalls. “But I
explained that turning your
whole life around is too big a
goal. You can’t sustain that
many major changes at once.
Instead, I told Janet, I simply
wanted her to change her day. I
wanted her to reengineer her
routine a little bit at a time, one
day at a time, cutting out a small
stressor here, and adding in a
more productive habit there.
Our whole strategy was to make
small, doable changes that
would, over time, create an
unstoppable momentum.
“You must do the same,”
Core adds. “You must set realistic boundaries. You must create
goals that can be accomplished
in the space of a day.
Remember, nearly all problems,
challenges, and needs are best
faced if they are brought down
to the scale of ‘what can be done
right now’ by taking on ‘one
small piece’ of a difficult situation.”
Get big things done before
9:00 a.m. (instead of snoozing,
procrastinating, and lurking
at the water cooler).
Ever notice how your morning sets the tone for your whole
day? As Sir Isaac Newton
famously said, “Objects in
motion tend to stay in motion.”
So if an object (you) gets a groggy, frustrating start, you’ll probably feel sluggish and behind
the eight-ball all day long.
However, if you start your day
with positive and productive

ideas, actions, thoughts, and
feelings, you’re likely to gain
momentum throughout the day.
“Here’s an example of what
I’m talking about,” Core
recounts. “I know a top salesman named Barry whose daily
pattern involves getting up
early, exercising, eating breakfast, spending time with family,
and accomplishing several
meetings or other work activities before 9:00 a.m. By the time
his colleagues are settling into
the starting blocks, Barry has
already blown through several
important tasks on his to-do list,
and he’s geared to continue that
pace for the next several hours.
“The point here isn’t how
early Barry’s alarm rings—it’s
that he makes the most of the
first several hours of his day
instead of snoozing and procrastinating, as so many of us do,”
Core notes. “The truth is this:
What you do first matters.”
DO first, then KNOW (not
the other way around).
Most people believe that the
knowledge that something is
important should make you
want to do it. But in reality,
that’s not the case. So, why
don’t we do what we know we
should do? If we know spending
less time on Facebook will make
us more productive, why won’t
we just commit to spending an
hour less on the site each day? If
we know setting aside 30 minutes to walk or jog each day will
make us healthier, why aren’t
we jumping up off the couch
right now?
“Study after study shows
that knowledge alone usually
isn’t enough to impact our
continued on page 16
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MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
Constructive Confrontation in the Workplace: Three Things to Keep in Mind
By Tomás Garza
To successfully navigate
workplace conflict, managers
must be able to confront team
members in a positive, productive manner. Whatever the situation, whether two people are
actively quarreling, or whether
one person’s behavior is impacting the entire work culture, a
manager must be able to step in,
take charge and do so in a way
that does not contribute to the
drama. How, then, do you constructively confront team members? How do you both get your
point across and preserve team
chemistry?
For any manager, these conversations can be crucial.
Ongoing conflict and drama
can, of course, have a ripple
effect on everyone, and the last
thing any organization needs is a
dip in morale. Assuming this is
not a situation that calls for firing, there is a great deal a manager can do to help resolve the
problem, be firm and preserve
group harmony.
In having these conversations, here are three things to
keep in mind:
1. Use non-accusatory
language.
For many of us, it is tempting to place blame and pin an
entire problem directly on someone else. After all, aren’t they
the ones causing the disturbance
in the first place? A constructive
solution, despite our first
impressions, involves shelving
the urge to blame and taking a
step back.
How you phrase things here
makes all the difference. You
can make the conversation productive by focusing the language on you. For example, you
can say, “I notice you missed the
last two staff meetings,” or “The
other day I overheard your comments about the director.” The
alternative would look like this:
“You missed the last two staff
meetings,” or “You made those

comments about the director.”
One statement talks about your
observations, what you saw,
noticed, or heard. The other puts
everything squarely on them.
This may seem subtle, just a
matter of semantics, but in constructive confrontation your
word choice matters. When you
talk about your observations,
people naturally feel less defensive. When people do not have
their guard up, you will be able
to get more accomplished.
2. Be clear.
As a manager attempting to
put a stop to harmful behavior,
you must be clear in this conversation. Your group cannot afford
any mixed messages. Therefore,
be as clear as you can about the
following:
• What you heard or
saw. Make sure there are no
ambiguities here. If you didn’t
experience any of the events
first-hand, be sure you have
gathered sufficient information.
The person you are talking to
needs to know exactly what it is
they are doing that damages
your group chemistry.
• How this impacts the
group. Be very clear on this.
Often, people do not intend any
sabotage, but their behavior
may, nonetheless, have a detrimental impact. It is perfectly
fine to be direct about this
impact; often the person really
needs to hear it.
• Your expectations. If
you don’t clearly state your
expectations for future behavior,
this conversation will be a waste
of your time. Unclear expectations create needless confusion
and can lead to future problems.
As a manager, you must say
what you expect. Luckily, this
can be done in a non-accusatory
manner that strengthens the
group rather than pulls it apart.

3. Listen.
A conversation—even one
you must have with an employee about their behavior—is just
that, a conversation. This means
it involves two people. Though
you will need to come into the
dialogue with an agenda and get
your point across, the process
will be infinitely more productive if you give the other person
a chance to speak and, more
importantly, to be heard. This
means you must take the opportunity to listen.
When the other person
speaks and feels you have heard
them, their tension level goes
down. Defensive posturing that
might otherwise stand in your
way will disappear. The person
may even feel grateful for your
hearing them out, and appreciated. This can be crucial to maintaining
group
harmony.
Provided you take the opportunity to clearly state your expec-

tations, there is absolutely nothing to lose in taking a moment
and listening.
Also, if you listen attentively enough, the other person may
offer suggestions or solutions
you hadn’t considered. You will
never know unless they get an
opportunity to speak, too.
Consider these three suggestions the next time you have to
confront somebody in the workplace. In most situations, you
can preserve group harmony,
show respect and appreciation
for the other person, and be sure
you have clearly stated your
expectations. It is indeed possible to become a pro at constructive confrontation. Do it, and
your organization will benefit.
For more information,
please visit www.garzainitiative.com,
email
him
at
tomas@garzainitiative.com, or
call 541-230-4477.
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2014 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
EDITORIAL FOCUS
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LISTS

• Economic Development (Riverside Cty.)
• Marketing/PR/Media Advertising
• Insurance Companies

• Women-owned Businesses
• Human Resource Guide
• Chambers of Commerce
• Who’s Who in Law

• Environmental Firms
• Employment/Service Agencies
• Law Firms
• I.E. Based Banks

• Financial Institutions (1st Quarter, ’14)
• Travel and Leisure
• Employment Agencies
• Home Health Agencies
• Economic Development (San Bernardino County)

• Health Care & Services
• High Technology
• Golf Resorts
• Senior Living Centers
• What’s New in Hospital Care

• Hospitals
• Savings and Loans
• Motorcycle Dealers
• Medical Clinics

• Manufacturing
• Distribution/Fulfillment
• Credit Unions
• Event Planning
• High Desert Economic Development

• Marketing/Public Relations
• Media Advertising
• Casual Dining
• Building Services Directory

• CPA Firms
• Commercial Printers
• Ad Agencies/Public Relations Firms
• Largest Insurance Brokers
• SBA Lenders
• Staff Leasing Companies Serving the I.E.

• Personal/Professional Development
• Employment/Service Agencies
• Health & Fitness Centers
• Caterers

• Environmental
• Expansion & Relocations
• Women in Commercial Real Estate
• Who’s Who in Banking

• Largest Companies
• Small Package Delivery Services
• Tenant Improvement Contractors
• Credit Unions

September
• Mortgage Banking
• SBA Lending
• Independent Living Centers

• Health Care & Services
• Airports
• Who’s Who in Building Development

• Largest Banks
• Largest Hotels
• Golf Courses

October
• Lawyers/Accountants-Who’s Who
• HMO/PPO Enrollment Guide
• Economic Development Temecula Valley
• Financial Institutions (2nd Quarter, ‘14)

• Telecommunications
• Office Technology/Computers
• International Trade
• Holiday Party Planning

• Internet Services
• Long Distance/Interconnect Firms
• Copiers/Fax/Business Equipment
• Private Aviation

November
• Retail Sales
• Industrial Real Estate
• Commercial R.E./Office Parks
• Educational Services Directory

• Human Resources Guide
• Executive Gifts
• Building and Development
• New Communities

• Commercial R.E. Development Projects
• Commercial R.E. Brokers
• Fastest Growing I.E. Companies
• Mortgage Companies
• Title Companies

• Health Care
• Professional Services Directory

• 2015 “Book of Lists”
• Business Brokerage Firms

May

June

July

August

December
• Financial Institutions (3rd Quarter, ’14)
• Top Ten Southern California Resorts
• Temporary Placement Agencies
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Meeting Facilities
continued on page 17

Ranked By Total Square Feet of Meeting Facilities
Facility
Address
City/State/Zip

Meeting Rooms: Largest Meeting: Year Built
Total
Sq. Ft.
Last Renovated
Tot. Sq. Ft.
Capacity

Owner
Headquarters

# of Rooms Room Rate Range
# of Suites * May Be Seasonal
# of Banquet Rms.

Fairplex
1101 W. McKinley Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768

5
247,000

Palm Springs Convention Center
277 N. Avenida Caballeros
Palm Springs, CA 92262

21
245,000

92,545
8,000

1987
2005

City of Palm Springs
Palm Springs, CA

410

2.

Ontario Convention Center
2000 Convention Center Way
Ontario, CA 91764

24
225,000

70,000
6,660

1997

City of Ontario
Ontario, CA

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

3.

JW Marriott Desert Springs Resort
74855 Country Club Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92260

33
210,000

24,816
3,050

1987
2008

Marriott Corporation
Washington, D.C.

884
51
33

$179-379

4.

NOS Events Center
689 S. “E” St.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

11
130,000

40,000
4,450

National Orange Show Corp.
San Bernardino, CA

N/A
N/A
9

N/A

5.

1.

105,500
7,000

1948
2005

Los Angeles Fair Assoc.

N/A

$2,600-7,400

N/A

Amenities

General Manager
Convention Contact
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

On Site Catering,
On-Site Sheraton Hotel,
New Restrooms,
Ample Parking

Facility Fees
20,000 sq. ft.
Vary By Size Of Space Ballroom on-site
Requested

Melissa DeMonaco-Tapia
n/a
(909) 623-3111/865-3602
demonaco@fairplex.com

James Canfield
Rick Leson
(760) 325-6611/778-4102
jcanfield@palmspringscc.com

Michael Krouse, President & CEO
Business Service, Concierge,
Angela Hui
Catering,
(909) 937-3000/937-3080
Audio Visual Services
ahui@ontariocc.org
G,P,R,T,S,L
B, FP, GS, H, I,
N, RS

Emily Bird
n/a
(760) 341-2211/341-1872
emily.bird@marriott.com

Satellite Tele-Theater,
Derrick Vasquez
Computerized, Drop Down Screens,
Dan C. Jimenez
Wireless Internet Capabilities (909) 888-6788/889-7666
dvasquez@nosevents.com

B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies,
L=Lounge,N=Non-Smoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2014 by IEBJ.

Visitors and Convention Bureaus
Ontario

Ontario Convention and Visitors Bureau
2000 East Convention Center Way
Ontario, CA 91764
(909) 937-3000 • Fax (909) 937-3080
President & CEO: Michael K. Krouse
mkrouse@ontariocvb.com

Greater Ontario

Convention and Visitors Bureau
2000 Convention Center Way
Ontario, CA 91764
(909) 891-1151
President & CEO: Michael K. Krouse
mkrouse@ontariocvb.org

Palm Springs
Visitor Information & Convention Center
2901 N. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
(760) 325-6611
Manager: Rick Fraley
rfraley@palmspringscc.com

Temecula

Big Bear

Convention Center
42900 Big Bear Blvd.
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
(909) 585-3000 • Fax (909) 584-2886
Operations Manager: Red Werren
www.bigbearchamber.com

Lake Arrowhead

Communities Chamber of Commerce
28200 Hwy. 189, R-215
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
(909) 337-3715 • Fax (909) 336-1548
Communications Manager: Hunter Smith
www.lakearrowhead.net

Palm Springs Desert Resorts
Convention & Visitors Authority
70-100 Highway 111
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
(760) 770-9000 • Fax (760) 779-9001
Visitor & Partnership Manager: Susan Esterling
sesterling@palmspringsoasis.com

Temecula Valley Convention and Visitors Center
28690 Mercedes St., Ste. A
Temecula, CA 92590
(951) 491-6085 • Fax (951) 491-6089
President & CEO: Kimberly Adams
kimberly@temeculacvb.com

Victor Valley

Victorville Visitors Center
14174 Green Tree Blvd.
Victorville, CA 92395
(760) 245-6506 • Fax (760) 245-6505
CEO: Michelle Spears
mspears@vvchamber.com

Hemet/San Jacinto
Visitors Information Center
615 N. San Jacinto St.
Hemet, CA 92543
(951) 658-3211 • Fax (951) 766-5013
Manager: Andy Anderson
www.hsjvc.com

Riverside
Convention & Visitors Bureau
3750 University Ave., Ste. 175
Riverside, CA 92501
(951) 222-4700 • Fax (951) 222-4712
Executive Director: Debbie Megna
dmegna@riversidecvb.com

Idyllwild

Idyllwild Convention Bureau
54325 North Cir., Ste. 103
Idyllwild, CA 92549
(951) 659-3259
Customer Relations Director: Dolores Sizer
www.idyllwildchamber.com
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Protecting Your...

guy’s bad behavior to keep yourself
out of the line of fire. “Here’s a realcontinued from pg. 6
ity check,” says Bedford. “Ignoring
someone else’s bad behavior is just as bad as committing the act
yourself. When people see you ignoring these problems, especially
when you’re in a position to do something about them, they think
you’re approving the bad behavior. They assume you’re the same
kind of person as the manager yelling at his employees. Don’t be
guilty by association. Speak up and show that you value fairness and
respect.”
Communicating in an immature manner. Gossiping at the
water cooler. Sniping at your spouse instead of having a mature discussion. Making jokes at your brother’s expense. Giving a friend the
silent treatment without explaining why. Making faces behind the
boss’s back. The secretive nature of such communications is what
makes them immature—after all, adults confront problems headon—and indulging in it really eats away at your accountability.
“Always strive to be honest and up-front,” advises Miller. “At
best, immature communication fails to produce useful results. And
much more often, it causes others’ opinion of your character to
drop.”
Failing to take—or give—feedback. When you can’t or won’t
take feedback, you communicate to others that you aren’t interested
in improving your performance. That’s pretty obvious. But there are
also accountability implications associated with being unwilling to
give feedback—it shows that you’re concerned with only your piece
of the puzzle instead of the big picture. “If you sit back and hope that
someone else talks to the team member who’s bringing the whole
project down, for instance, you’ve forfeited your right to complain
when the finished product fails to meet expectations,” says Bedford.
“The same thing goes for complaining about a decision after failing
to offer your thoughts and insights while it was being made.”
Expecting an “A” for effort. Accountability isn’t about following orders. It’s about meeting expectations. If you ever find yourself
using the “I did what you said!” excuse, know that you’re killing
your accountability. “Expecting to be praised for doing what you
were told to do even though the end result completely misses the
mark won’t win you many friends in your professional or personal
life,” says Miller. “You have the responsibility to speak up when you
know or suspect that something isn’t right or won’t end up meeting
expectations.”
Forcing others to remind you to act. A colleague sends you
several emails prompting you for the feedback you promised. Your
spouse is constantly asking when you’ll fix the leaky faucet you said
you’d take care of. A friend sheepishly reminds you that you owe her
money for several meals she covered. Every other day, your boss has
to tell you to act as though serving customers is a privilege, not a
chore. “Whenever you force someone else to remind you of an obligation you’re fully aware of, you’re springing a leak in your accountability account,” Bedford explains.
Being a victim instead of a solution finder. Sometimes, the bad
things that happen to you really aren’t your fault. You couldn’t have
foreseen the fact that last night’s storm would cause a tree limb to fall
on your car. You didn’t cause the economy to wreak havoc on your
retirement account. And you certainly didn’t intend to catch that
nasty flu. But guess what? The way you choose to handle these situations can still add to or detract from your accountability.
“If you didn’t grumble, gripe, and complain sometimes, you
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wouldn’t be human,” admits Miller. “But after you’ve vented your
feelings, do what you can to find a solution and move forward. You
can either be known as a problem tackler or a problem wallower—
the choice is yours. I recommend choosing the former, which shows
resilience and maturity. Let others see that you’re willing to take
responsibility, even when a problem wasn’t your fault.”
Having a “me-first” attitude. During a night out, Bob zips into
the last parking space at a crowded restaurant, conveniently “not
noticing” that another driver had been waiting on it. After the meal,
he sees that he was undercharged, but decides to simply consider the
appetizer that didn’t make it onto the bill a windfall. On the way
home, Bob encounters a car trying to merge onto the freeway, but
speeds up instead of letting the other driver into his lane.
“Yes, Bob sounds like quite a jerk,” acknowledges Bedford. “But
the truth is, most of us have been Bob at one point or another. Having
a ‘me-first’ attitude, especially when it means hurting or willfully
inconveniencing someone else, hurts your accountability, because
you’re showing yourself to be inconsiderate, selfish, and maybe even
dishonest.”
“If you want to build genuine, lasting success in any aspect of
your life, you need to be someone whom others can trust,” concludes
Miller. “Anytime you give another person a reason to question your
honesty, your dependability, your intentions, or your values, you’ll
incur consequences. The good news is, most ‘accountability
killers’—as well as their ramifications—are preventable if you’re
willing to look closely and honestly at your own behaviors.”
For more information, please visit www.millerbedford.com.
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Want to Change...

desires,” Core shares. “In fact, the
opposite is true. First, you must do
continued from pg. 11
something—like bite the bullet and
put on your workout clothes! If you experience positive feelings, attitudes, and results because of your action, you will learn that whatever you just did is good, and you’ll want to do it again, and again, and
again. Over time, you’ll develop a new habit, and you’ll become an
evolved person.
“In other words, you must DO in order to KNOW in order to BE
different,” he adds. “Remember, nothing in your life gets better until
your daily patterns get better.”
Own up to your junk hours.
“Junk hours” are a little like junk food: While they provide shortterm pleasure, they contribute to long-term imbalance and exhaustion. For instance, junk hours might include chasing rabbit trails on
the Internet, shooting the breeze with colleagues at the water cooler,
checking email in order to avoid doing other work, or even attending
an unnecessary meeting.
“In order to maximize each day, you need to own up to your junk
hours,” Core instructs. “You need to identify when you’re going
through the motions of work, versus when real work is being done.
Don’t be ashamed that your junk hours exist, because everybody
needs to take breaks and shift gears. Your task now is to exchange
your low-value ‘junk’ activities for ones that build greater health and
value into your workday.
“For instance, I know one woman who, instead of taking an endless string of coffee breaks, sets aside 20 minutes each afternoon to
knit. I know another man who decided to spend his lunch hours either
with friends or going to the gym, instead of trying to squeeze in more
work around bites of a burger. In both instances, these scheduled
breaks increased my friends’ energy levels and sense of well-being.
They felt less of a need to take low-value breaks and began to experience more productivity.”
Instead of adding to your to-do list, build a new pattern.
Maybe you’re thinking, Sure, I’d like to change my day, but the
thought of adding a boatload of items to my already out-of-control todo list makes me want to crawl back into bed. I can’t handle any more
tasks and responsibilities! If that sounds familiar, take a deep breath.
The changes that build momentum are rooted in decisions, not additional tasks.
“To build a productive new pattern into your life, you usually
won’t have to add new tasks to your day,” Core confirms. “Instead,
you’ll simply do what you are already doing, or want to do, in a way
that becomes habitual. For instance, if you want to wake up an hour
earlier so that you can jump-start the day, you simply have to change
the time your alarm rings and the time you go to bed. If you want to
be more productive at work, you might have to replace aimless procrastination with scheduled breaks. In both cases, you’re changing
the way you perform existing tasks, not adding new ones.
“Remember, though, it isn’t sufficient to simply trigger the start
of a new behavior,” he adds. “You need to make sure that you have a
motivating reason to make this change, as well as the confidence and
energy to sustain it so that it becomes a pattern.”
Start with one thing. Then add another. Then another.
Losing weight is one of the most commonly made New Year’s
resolutions. It’s also one of the most commonly abandoned. Core
says that’s because people think of losing weight as a singular
change. It’s not. To lose weight, a person will need to eat healthier,
eat smaller quantities, and become more physically active. That’s
three changes. And each of those sub-changes has many smaller com-
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ponents; for instance, eating healthier might involve drinking more
water and less soda, eating more fruits and veggies, reducing refined
sugars, etc. That’s a lot of changes to keep track of!
“The point is, don’t take on more than you can handle,” Core
says. “Break each goal down to its smallest components, then pick
one of them to tackle. Pursue this change until it becomes a habit,
then move on to the next one. Start with one thing and don’t add
another until you’re ready. Positive motion creates positive emotion.”
Make a big-box checklist.
It’s a given that you have a to-do list. Maybe it’s on paper, on
your smartphone, or just in your head…but you have one. It’s also
highly likely that your list isn’t as useful as it could be. Too often, you
get stuck doing the urgent instead of the important. Core has a solution: Make an actual, on-paper checklist each afternoon for the following day or each morning. Put a box by each task—the more
important that task is for you to complete that day, the bigger its box
should be.
“I focus first on my big-box tasks,” Core explains. “At the end of
the day, if most of them have checkmarks, it’s generally been a good
day! Yes, prioritizing my daily list by the size of the boxes on it may
sound simplistic, but it has made me feel much more accomplished
and satisfied with my day. It also has helped me relax in the evenings
because it is easier to remember the big boxes I’ve checked off, thereby making it easier to leave work at work. I’m no longer distracted
by each shiny ball that rolls by—I’m able to ignore them and train my
focus on what’s really important.”
Think about it so you don’t have to think about it.
We all have “those” tasks and obligations that eat up a lot of our
time, that we find difficult and frustrating, or both. For instance,
when you come home at the end of each day, maybe you find yourself standing in the middle of your kitchen with no clue what to cook
for dinner. Core recalls that as a hunt-and-peck typist, he was once
slowed down and aggravated by the need to produce papers and
reports.
“Figure out where these areas are for you and commit to learning
a new pattern,” he urges. “For me, that meant buying a book and
relearning how to type using a two-hand method. In the cooking
example above, that might mean getting into the habit of planning
meals and shopping for their ingredients each weekend. Yes, learning
new patterns can initially be tedious and laborious. But once they’ve
taken hold—often in three weeks or less—they’ll speed up your performance, streamline your effort, and lower your stress. By putting in
some thought about ‘problem areas’ now, you’ll save yourself from
having to think about them later. Eventually, this method changes
once-tedious tasks into automatic, ‘I don’t have to think about it’
behaviors.”
Infuse meaning into your work.
First, let’s get one thing straight: Doing meaningful work does
not mean that you will “love” every second of it. “Meaning” can simply be a recognition of what you enjoy about your work. With that
understanding, though, you’ll be more motivated, productive, and
satisfied. Core recommends completing the following exercise:
• Focus on what gives you the greatest joy and meaning at
work—be able to define it.
• Reflect on how you are making a difference at work and
through your work—be able to give examples.
• Reflect on the meaning of your work as it relates to your core
values.
• And then…seek to increase what you enjoy!
“You’ll come to find that the ‘administrivia,’ the mundane and
continued on page 31
routine chores required of you, and
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Meeting Facilities
Facility
Address
City/State/Zip

6.

Renaissance Esmeralda Resort
44-400 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

7.

continued on page 29

Ranked By Total Square Feet of Meeting Facilities

continued from page 14

Meeting Rooms: Largest Meeting: Year Built
Total
Sq. Ft.
Last Renovated
Tot. Sq. Ft.
Capacity

45
100,000

16,500
1,992

1989
2002

Trevi Entertainment Center
32250 Mission Tr.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

0
92,000

7,067
3,999

8.

Hyatt Grand Champions Resort
44-600 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

24
88,000

9.

Riverside Convention Center
3637 Fifth St.
Riverside, CA 92501

22
65,000

10.

Westin Mission Hills Resort
71333 Dinah Shore/Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

30
65,000

17,000
1,800

1991
2008

Riverside County Fairgrounds
82-503 Hwy 111
Indio, CA 92201

3
55,940

33,080
3,181

N/A

11.

12.

La Quinta Resort & Club
49-499 Eisenhower Dr.
La Quinta, CA 92253

33
46,000

17,000
1,800

1926
2008

13.

Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa
41000 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

29
40,000

12,900
750

14.

Indian Wells Tennis Garden
78-200 Miles Ave.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

47
38,323

3,150
350

1999
N/A

15.

Renaissance Palm Springs Resort
888 Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

14
32,000

12,571
1,500

16.

DoubleTree Hotel Ontario
222 N. Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

13
27,000

17.

Radisson Ontario Airport
2200 E. Holt Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91761

18.

Owner
Headquarters

# of Rooms Room Rate Range
# of Suites * May Be Seasonal
# of Banquet Rms.

Amenities

General Manager
Convention Contact
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

B,C,CR,F,G,GS,
Tim Tabler
H,I,L,N,OC,P,R,RS,
Fiona McKenna
S,SA,SD,SR,ST,W,T
(760) 773-4444/346-9308
www.renaissanceesmeralda.com

CTF

560
22
N/A

$149-300

2007

Mei & Michel Knight
Lake Elsinore, CA

13
14
8

$100-600 Bowling Facility, Private Rooms,
Antoinett Burlefon
(an hour)
Steak House, Sports Bar,
n/a
Banquet Kitchen
(951) 674-6080
info@trevientertainmentcenter.com

20,000
1,500

1986
1998

Grand Champions, LLC
Denver, CO

530
78
24

$99-859

27,953
3,000

1976
2014

City of Riverside
Riverside

N/A

N/A

22

Starwood Hotels & Resorts
White Plains, NY

B,C,G,P,ST,GS,R,
RS,T,I,S,FF,L,SA,
W,H,N,FP,OC,SR

Doug Sears
Chris Skelding
(760) 341-1000/568-2236
reservationschamp@hyatt.com

B,C,WiFi, Personal
Scott Megna
Meeting Concierge, Culinary Options
Pam Sturrock
by Chef Brad Martin,
(951) 346-4700/346-4706
20 minutes from Ontario Airport psturrock@riv-cc.com
Elizabeth James
Teri Lockard
(760) 328-5955/770-2138
www.westinmissionhills.com

512
40
30

N/A

C,F,FP,G,GS,H
I,L,N,P,R,T,W,X
B, RS, SD

N/A
N/A
3

WND

B,R, 3 Outdoor Facilities,
15+ Acres Parking

800
24
33

$175-415

444
22
29

$99-299

G,P,GS,R,T,F,
FP,N,C,H,I,W

Private Owners
Indian Wells

3
44
N/A

Call for Quote

T,FP,L,F,N,
Full-Time Tennis Staff,
Pro Shop,
1,607-Seat Stadium

Charlie Pasarel
Rolf Hoehn
(760) 200-8400/772-2522
acabana@iwtg.net

1987
2009

American Property Mgmt.
La Jolla, CA

410
158
14

$99-299

B,C,CR,F,FP,GS, RS,
H,I,L,N,OC,P,R,S,SA

Martin Greenwood
na
(760) 322-6000/322-5351
www.wyndham.com

12,800
2006

1982
2008

Hilton Corp.
Washington, DC

484
22
13

$69-525

B,CR,F,FP,GS,
H,I,L,N,P,R,W,X

21
25,000

5,900
450

1986
2007

Sunstone Hotels
San Clemente, CA

299
6
8

$99-350 3 Restaurants, Full Service Health
Nick Bonkosski
Club, Steam Room, Massage Therapy,
Clay Miale
Tennis, Basketball,
(909) 975-5000/975-5050
Racquetball,
www.radisson.com
Heated Pool & Spa Men & Womens

Ontario Airport Hotel
700 N. Haven Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

28
24,000

5,300
530

1985
2008

Prudential Real Estate
Parsippany, NJ

309
132
28

$89-169

P,F,C,R,X,ST,GS,F,
W,H,RS,CR,I,S,
L,N,SD

Doral Palm Springs Resort
67-967 Vista Chino
Cathedral City, CA 92234

15
23,000

7,000
650

1985
2004

Interstate Hotels & Resorts

285
13
15

$99-249

19.

CR,F,FP,G,GS,I
N,P,T,R,X,H

Mission Inn Hotel & Spa
3649 Mission Inn Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

7
20,000

2,332
275 (Theatre Style)
275 (Reception)

1902
2006

Duane Roberts

20.

239
29

$205-2954 Restaurants, Wedding Chapel, DSL
Diana Rosure
Olympic Size Pool, Kelly’s Spa,
Kristina Zanaman
Wireless Internet,
(951) 784-0300/782-7197
Airport Shuttle, Concierge
www.missioninn.com

Riverside, CA

Morgan Stanley

1979 Marriott Hotels/Resorts/Suites
2006-2007
Washington D.C.

Veronica Casper
Pamela Salazar
(760) 863-8247/863-8973
www.datefest.com

5 Golf Courses,
Gary Sins
23 Tennis Courts, 7 Restaurants,
Stephanie Shaffie
9 B. Shops, 41 Pools,
(760) 564-4111/564-7656
53 Spas
resinquiry@laquintaresort.com
Aprile Shute
na
(760) 862-4554/862-4521
ashute@rancholaspalmas.com

Bassam Shahin
Jennifer Carlson
(909) 937-0900/937-1999
www.ontarioairport.doubletree.com

na
Terri Pegarari
(909) 980-0400/948-9309
www.hilton.com
Rick Ross
Suzette Krause-Schmidt
(760) 322-7000/322-6820
www.doralpalmsprings.com

B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies,
L=Lounge,N=Non-Smoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2014 by IEBJ.
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Room Rates
While room rates are the most
continued from pg. 5
challenging to negotiate, there are
ways to ensure a more favorable outcome. An effective way to
guard against today’s escalating rates is to negotiate a multi-year
contract whenever possible. While it’s easiest to do this for meetings that return to the same destination or hotel year after year, it’s
also possible to work out multi-year deals at different properties
within the same hotel company.
You can save a lot of money with a three-year contract that locks
in the same rate each year—if the rate shoots up, you’re protected.
Hotels like to have business on the books, so they are often willing
to agree to this. Getting a decent room rate is especially crucial for
an association planner such as Jill Leimbach, director of meetings
for the National Association of Credit Management, whose attendees are often paying out of their own pockets. For her, one of the
most important issues to address during negotiation are the resort
fees that can make an other-wise affordable room rate soar out of
reach.
“The resort fee frequently stands in the way for us, so I either try
to get the fee eliminated or the room rate lowered,” she says. “You
also have to get it in writing that you are exempt from any resort fees
that the hotel may start charging after the contract is signed. With
more hotels adding fees these days, you should get this grandfathered in.”
Food and Beverage
After room rate, food and beverage is usually the second most
costly aspect of a meeting. Negotiating a realistic food and beverage minimum with the hotel—the amount the group agrees to pay in
order to qualify for free meeting space and other concessions—is
easier to achieve if it can be based on prior history, according to
Leimbach.
“Unless you have dramatically changed your program, the
amount you spend on food and beverage tends to be consistent from
year to year,” she says. “The food and beverage guarantee helps you
in that your business looks sweeter to the hotel. It gives them an
idea of what they will make overall.” When negotiating a minimum,
Leimbach reviews current menus and not only seeks to lock in menu
pricing for the meeting, but asks for a discount, perhaps of 20 percent. In negotiating the food and beverage minimum, Van Every recommends consulting with the hotel chef.
“The profit margins on food and beverage are slim for the hotel,
but if you work with the chef, you can sometimes save money off the
standard menu choices,” she says. “The chef knows what dishes
cost less. If there’s another group meeting in-house, you can sometimes save money by agreeing to the same menu for two groups
rather than a different one for each.”
Attrition
Attrition—financial damages owed to the hotel when the room
block is not fulfilled—is another challenging but critical area of
negotiation. In most standard agreements, the group agrees to pick
up 80 percent of the room block before facing attrition penalties,
according to both Miekiewicz and Leimbach. Along with negotiating for a lower percentage, they also say the damages should be
based not on the total room rate but on the profit made by the hotel.
“And there should also be a mitigated damage clause to assure any
resold rooms are credited to the group,” Miekiewicz says.
Technology
Internet access in the meeting rooms, a cost with potential to
“blow your meeting budget,” is another important element to nego-
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tiate, according to Norman. “There is no pricing standardization
across the industry, and rates can be very high,” she says. “So it’s
extremely important to understand the specific needs of the group to
ensure that you’ll only be paying for what you need. Reviewing
Internet usage reports from previous meetings to determine bandwidth and device needs can be very helpful.”
When it comes to audiovisual, Van Every recommends asking
the hotel to waive any penalties for groups using their own equipment or contracting with an outside audiovisual company.
Meeting Space
While hotels often provide free function space to groups when
they meet a food and beverage minimum, there are ways to negotiate lower costs when this does not apply. For starters, never agree
to pay rental for a room that is being used for meal service, Van
Every says. “You are already paying for the food and beverage, so
why should you be paying to rent the room?” she says. “You can
also save by agreeing to have lunch in the same room you are meeting in—do a working lunch.”
LEAVING NO STONE UNTURNED
Here are some meeting elements and possible pitfalls that,
according to the experts, often get overlooked at the bargaining
table. Addressing them during negotiation can add up to big savings
and, in some instances, protect the meeting from disruption and
inconvenience.
Parking
Find out if the hotel owns its own parking facility. If it does,
parking is likely to be a negotiable item, according to Tricia Van
Every of Premier Event Resources. Even if it doesn’t, ask for a discount on valet parking charges, she advises.
Coffee
Coffee is an expensive item that is part of every meal and break,
so it’s well worth negotiating the cost per gallon, advises Jill
Leimbach of the National Association of Credit Management. To
cut down on volume, she also asks for coffee cups that are smaller
than the 12-ounce size that many hotels prefer to provide.
Rebate
Ask if the hotel will give a rebate off the master bill, Van Every
advises. “For instance, Starwood offers some clients a 5 percent
rebate off the master bill, so it may be possible,” she says.
Renovation
If the hotel is undergoing or planning to undergo a renovation,
put a clause in the contract that addresses the possibility of noise
from the work disrupting the meeting. “This came in handy during
a meeting where renovation work that was supposed to have been
completed was still going on, Van Every says. “So it was not the
nice quiet meeting I envisioned. I worked with the hotel to compensate us for this.”
Service Charges
“Services charges are completely negotiable,” says Leslye
Norman of CWT Meetings & Events. “I’m not talking about the
amount of tax that is set by law, but the service charge that often lies
on top of it. Planners who take a close look at service charges in
terms of the overall value they’re bringing to the hotel may have
some success with negotiation.”
— Meetings Focus
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Mike Morrell...

through Mike’s commitment to public service,” Senate GOP Leader Bob
continued from pg. 1
Huff said in a statement. The 23rd
Senate Districts large parts of Riverside and San Bernardino counties
and a sliver of Los Angeles County’s eastern edge. Since 2010, Morrell
has represented an Assembly district that wrapped from Rancho
Cucamonga to Redlands. Emmerson easily won re-election to the
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redrawn 23rd Senate District in November 2012. He resigned Dec. 1,
2013 and shortly later became a senior vice president for the California
Hospital Association. Morrell barely won re-election in 2012 in the
redrawn 40th Assembly District and faced a tough re-election in
November. There will not be a special election to fill Morrell’s vacancy after he resigns the Assembly because the vacancy will come after
the candidate filing date in the final year of Morrell’s two-year term.
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Ontario Convention Center Excels in Beauty and Versatility
The Ontario Convention
Center is not only one of the
Inland Empire’s most beautiful
meeting venues, it’s also one of
the most versatile.
Contemporary in design,
with breathtaking views of the
San Gabriel Mountains, the
Ontario Convention Center provides an open and elegant setting for any event. With more
than 225,000 square feet of
meeting space available –
including a 70,000 square foot,
column-free exhibit area, multiple ballrooms and meeting
rooms – the center has the ability to host everything from
national conventions to intimate
board meetings, spectacular sitdown galas to personalized dinners with the chef. A full range
of technology services, including Wi-Fi, Internet, DS3 and
video-conferencing capabilities,
accommodates any meeting or
exhibition need.
The Ontario Convention
Center boasts an award-winning
staff, recognized in the industry
for providing superior service:
going above and beyond to
ensure the success of events
held at the center. Successful
Meetings Magazine awarded the
Greater Ontario Convention and
Visitors Bureau with its prized
Pinnacle Award in 2013, a
recognition conferred by a vote
of meeting industry professionals and based on candidates providing superior service to their
clients.
“You and your entire staff
have earned this award for going
above and beyond to impress the
demanding clientele of meeting
owners and event and incentive
planners with an unwavering
commitment to hospitality and
service,” Successful Meetings
Magazine Publisher John L.
DeCesare wrote in announcing
the award. “Your continued
efforts have been noticed and
appreciated.”
Parking and convenience are
other amenities that distinguish
Ontario Convention Center
from other Inland Empire meeting venues. Ample parking,

including 1,336 designated
spaces and overflow parking at
various locations, means meeting attendees never have to walk
far to get to their event. A full
range of more than 60 namebrand hotels offers over 6,200
rooms, more than half of which
are within walking distance of
the Convention Center and less

than a mile from Ontario
International Airport.
The Ontario Convention
Center catering staff prides itself
on creating a one-of-a-kind
experience for any event,
whether it’s a sit-down banquet
for a gala affair, elegant hors
d’oeuvres, specialty buffets or
even hot dogs and sodas, the

center works with clients to create cherished memories that
endure. Its signature and custom-made menus feature an
eclectic range of international,
regional and heart-healthy fare,
which is prepared with the
freshest ingredients, premium
meats and seafood, and produce
continued on page 31
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FINANCIAL COLUMN
Thrivent Financial Announces Impact in the Inland Empire
Thrivent
Financial
announced that its 2013 financial results led to a fifth consecutive year of growth for the
not-for-profit
membership
organization. The organization
continued to increase its financial strength as assets under
management, revenue and surplus all continued to climb in
2013. Thrivent’s outreach
funding also continued to
grow, as Thrivent and its members contributed $182.7 million
in direct support to charitable
organizations, schools, congregations and communities
across the country. Thrivent
members volunteered more
than 8.6 million volunteer
hours in 2013.
Assets under management,
total revenue, total surplus, and
life insurance in force all rose
as Thrivent experienced one of

its best years of performance in
strate our ongoing strength and
its 112-year history. Assets
stability, but also the difference
under management grew to
our members make in our local
$90.4 billion, up 9.9 percent
community as well as commuover 2012, while total revenue
nities around the world.”
was up 2.4 percent, climbing to
$8.5 billion from the previous
Community Impact
year. Total surplus,
Thrivent,
its
members and its
a key indicator of
employees continoverall financial
strength and stabilue to have a posiity of a financial
tive impact in comservices organizamunities nationtion, reached $6.9
wide as a result of
billion, 12.7 pergiving and volunteerism. In 2013,
cent higher than
the
organization
2012, and now
stands at an alland its members
gave $182.7 miltime high for the
organization.
lion in direct supWilliam J. “Bill” Cortus
“We had yet
port to charitable
another very strong year,” said
organizations, schools, congregations and individuals in
Bill Cortus, CFP®, a Financial
Consultant with Thrivent. “Our
need. The Thrivent Financial
2013 results not only demonFoundation awarded nearly

$18.1 million through its
Lutheran community and corporate community programs.
Thrivent members and others
volunteered approximately 8.6
million hours in communities
nationwide.
Thrivent Choice
The Thrivent Choice program continued to allow members to have a voice in the way
some of Thrivent’s charitable
outreach funds are distributed
in communities around the
world. Nationwide, $49 million in funding was distributed
to more than 22,000 congregations and non-profit organizations through the program in
2013. By directing Choice
Dollars, eligible benefit members
recommended
that
Thrivent distribute grant funds
continued on page 31
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Located in the heart of Indian
country, UC Riverside’s
programs in Native American
studies rise above others
nationwide. UCR reaches out
to Native communities,
exposing the youth to university life and encouraging them
to go to college. Indian perspectives are central to UCR
research. Through scholarly
work, UCR is helping Native
communities write their histories on their own terms.
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NEW VOICES, NEW STORIES, NEW DREAMS
By Bettye Miller
Night after night, Michelle
Raheja watched cigarette smoke
curl toward the ceiling as her
mother turned the television
dial to an episode of “The Lone
Ranger” or a Western in which
few Indians would fare well. As
Raheja grew older, she found it
increasingly difficult to reconcile what she knew about the
victimization
of
Native
Americans in film with the fascination
for
Hollywood
Westerns she observed in her
mother, a Seneca Indian.
Curiosity eventually led to
extensive reading, archival
research and the discovery that
depictions of Native Americans
in film were complicated. While
some Native actors and directors perpetuated stereotypes,
others worked to change them.
For some, such as Raheja’s
mother, even stereotypical portrayals could be viewed positively: American Indians were
not invisible.
For scholars in Native
American Studies at UC
Riverside, Indian perspectives
are central to research that challenges conventional wisdom
and illuminates the richness of
cultures previously characterized as primitive, or ignored
altogether.
“What we do as faculty is to
give a different dimensional
lens to our students to see their
communities in a different way
and to challenge ideas of assimilation,” explained Raheja, an
associate professor of English.
“Whether it’s challenging
stereotypes, gathering oral narratives or conducting archival
research, faculty here are not
afraid to go out on a limb with
their ideas.”
Collaboration with Native
communities also provides a
more complete and nuanced
understanding of Indian cultures and sets UC Riverside
apart from other U.S. universities. There are many other
points of pride: UCR’s Ph.D. in
Native American history is one

of only three such doctoral programs in the country. And the
scholars of Native descent in
UCR’s programs — a rarity in
American academe — are “the
rock stars of Indian Country,”
according to an Indian Country
Today journalist.
In the Heart of Indian
Country
Located in the heart of
Southern California Indian
Country — a region that is
home to 30 federally recognized
tribes — UCR is built on
Cahuilla ancestral land. Rupert
Costo, a Cahuilla, and Jeannette
Henry Costo, a Cherokee, were
instrumental in persuading
University of California regents
to locate a campus in Riverside.
In 1986, the couple created
the Costo Chair of American
Indian Affairs, the first faculty
chair in the nation endowed by
American Indians. They also
established
UCR’s
Costo
Library of the American Indian
and Costo Archives, and
inspired the creation in 2000 of
the California Center for Native
Nations, which is dedicated to
preserving the history, culture,
language and sovereignty of
California tribes.
In the past quarter-century,
the university has launched programs and initiatives that support scholarship about Native
American culture and history
and address issues of concern to
area tribes. The annual
Medicine Ways Conference and
UCR Pow Wow are even older.
“Indian Time,” a weekly
radio program airing on KUCRFM, talks about issues such as
federal recognition of tribes and
religious freedom. Robert
Perez, a Lipan Apache and associate professor of Native
American Studies, has hosted
the show since 1994. The “Red
Rhythms” conference in 2004
was the first major gathering in
the U.S. to bring together dance
scholars, Native Studies scholars and American Indian

dancers, and introduced a
decade of workshops, guestartist residencies and performances by traditional and contemporary Native American
dancers.
Especially significant are
efforts through the Native
American Education Program
to encourage Native families to
prepare for a college education.
The biggest of these efforts
is the successful Gathering of
the Tribes Summer Residential
Program, which began in 2005
through Native American
Student Programs and is the
longest-running program of its
kind in Southern California.
The weeklong program
brings 30 Native American high
school students to the campus,
where they live in a residence
hall, attend various workshops
on culture, skill development,
empowerment and self-esteem,
and learn how to apply for college admission and financial
aid.
A majority of the summer
program students come from
Southern California, said
Joshua Gonzales, director of
Native American Student
Programs, and more than 70
percent of them go on to college. Since the program began,
enrollment of students at UCR
who self-identify as Native
American has grown by 129
percent to a total of 135 in fall
2013.
Preparing the next generation of Indian youth to assume
leadership roles in their communities is critical, and a college degree makes a difference,
noted Cliff Trafzer, who is of
Wyandot descent and holds the
Costo Chair in American Indian
Affairs. “We need more Native
children in college,” he said.
“We need Native Americans as
professional people in business,
engineering, Native American
history, law and medicine.”
Three of Sean Milanovich’s
children have participated in the
summer program, and two

enrolled in Southern California
universities as a result.
“My daughters would never
have gone to college without
this program,” said Milanovich,
cultural specialist in the Tribal
Historic Preservation Office of
the Agua Caliente Band of
Cahuilla Indians in the Palm
Springs area. A UCR alumnus
who is enrolled in the Ph.D.
program in Native American
history, he said the summer program is the first time many
Native students are away from
home. “It builds confidence that
they can be away from home,
that they’re smart enough to do
this.”
Joshua Thunder Little, a
freshman honors student who
graduated from Palm Springs
High School, said he always
planned to attend college. He
chose UCR because of its
Native American Studies programs, an active Native
American student community
and proximity to home.
An Oglala Lakota, he wants
to change popular misconceptions about Native Americans in
ways that will help his community. “Not all Native Americans
have casinos,” he said. “It’s
important to make sure that our
traditions don’t disappear and
that we have a voice in society.”
Research From an Indian
Perspective
“Native American history is
a living history,” said Matthew
Sakiestewa Gilbert, a Hopi who
earned master’s and doctoral
degrees from UCR. Now a professor of American Indian
Studies and history at the
University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, Gilbert says, “Over
the years many scholars have
conducted their work without
involving Native people in the
process. They have looked at
Native people as subjects to be
studied. When you put Native
people at the center of their narratives, it honors those people
continued on page 26
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SMALL BUSINESS HANDBOOK II
Stepping Away From the Store
As advisors, we often hear
from business owners some
variation of the following comments:
• I think it is time to back
away from my business.
• I’d really like the freedom to do whatever I want,
whenever I want.
• I’m tired of running this
company, but if I sell, I'm
unlikely to get the sale price I
want in today’s merger and
acquisition marketplace.
• “If I could cash out,
where could I invest and generate a reasonable rate of return?”
Don’t even think about suggesting that I put my money in the
stock market!! Even if I were
foolish enough to let you do so,
I doubt you could match the
return I get on investments in
my own business.
Faced
with
limited
prospects, owners often wonder
if, rather than exiting, they can
back away from their companies. They contemplate treating
their companies as investments
that they continue to own.
Many owners realize that
today’s merger and acquisition
market contains fewer cash buyers. Consequently, owners may
be reluctant to offer their companies for sale. They may be
convinced that there could be
less risk in keeping their businesses—at least in the short
term.

Real Estate...

In addition to a scarcity of
all-cash buyers, except for the
top companies in the market, the
merger and acquisition market is
no longer supporting the valuation multiples of six or seven
times EBITDA (Earnings
Before
Interest,
Taxes,
Depreciation and Amortization)
achievable just a few years ago.
It may be difficult to dispute
that the lack of cash buyers willing to pay fair value for successful companies, and poor investment opportunities may certainly be sound reasons for owners
to choose to stay in their companies. The issue for many owners
then is: how do I back away and
let others run the business without transferring ownership and
control?
One answer is to engage in
Exit Planning as if you were
going to exit your business.
After all, someday you will
exit—even if you are carried out
on a shield. As a subscriber to
this newsletter, you know that
traditional Exit Planning can
help to enable you to orchestrate
a successful, permanent exit.
Intermediate Exit Planning,
however, can help to enable you
to forge a path toward an exit
without giving up ownership.
In order to create an intermediate Exit Plan, you should:
• Establish your (ownerbased) on-going business objectives;
• Determine future cash

features 4.7k square feet of office
space, 23 south-facing, dock-high
continued from pg. 10
loading doors and three groundlevel loading doors with 24-foot clearances. It also offers a large
and completely fenced yard that ensures security for truck trailers
and for the building itself.
Colliers Senior Vice Presidents Mark Zorn and Tal Siglar represented the property owner in the deal. According to Zorn, “It has
the right combination of manufacturing and distribution amenities
to go along with its location for a mid-sized manufacturer and distributor like the new tenant occupying the space.” Built in 1987,
the building has been upgraded over the years by Encino-based
Hager Pacific to meet current structural and environmental
requirements. In addition to its accessibility to the airport, the
building also is directly accessible to Interstates 10 and 15 and to
the Pomona Freeway (State Route 60), which allows it a direct

flow needs for yourself and for
your business; and
• Build a stronger business—defined as one capable of
running without you.
Let’s look briefly at each
component.
First, working with your
Exit Planning Advisors, establish your timetable for backing
away from your business.
Communicate your wishes
clearly: What does backing
away mean to you in terms of
time commitment, emotional
involvement, financial guarantees, etc.
Second, you must determine
the amount of income that you
need the business to provide
you. Ask members of your
Advisory Team to help you
make this determination.
Third, the characteristics of
a stand-alone business (one that
can run without you) may be the
same characteristics third party
cash buyers look for. A company
that can be managed from a distance and that is able to pay adequate cash flow with little risk
of nose-diving without its owner
at the helm, may be a highlyattractive business. It can be
valuable both to third parties
and to the owner who wants to
step away. To create that type of
business, you should have in
place critical Value Drivers.
They are:
• Increased cash flow;

• Operating systems that
improve sustainability of cash
flows;
• Improved
facility
appearance;
• Debt reduction;
• Documented sustainable
earnings;
• Growth strategy; and
• Strong
management
team.
When you work with your
advisors to fashion your standalone business, pay particular
attention to creating repeatable,
sustainable internal systems and
developing and properly motivating your management team.
In order to run successfully
without you, your company
needs systems and management
in place capable of replicating
your leadership.
The most valuable businesses are those in which the owners
are no longer valuable. Planning
to step away using intermediate
exit planning can create a more
vibrant business. When your
day of departure does eventually
arrive, both you and your business will be prepared.
This article is provided by
Royce Stutzman, president of
Vicenti, Lloyd & Stutzman. He
is located in Glendora and can
be reached at (626) 857-7300 if
you have questions or need
additional exit planning information.

route to the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, as well.
Newmark Grubb Knight & Frank’s John Pomer represented the
unnamed tenant in the transaction.
TERRY W. THOMPSON NAMED AS COUNTY OF SAN
BERNARDINO’S DIRECTOR OF REAL ESTATE
SERVICES
Terry W. Thompson has been tapped to serve as the County of
San Bernardino’s Director of Real Estate Services, succeeding the
retiring Dave Slaughter. The Board of Supervisors unanimously
approved an employment contract with Thompson, who began
with the county on March 10. Thompson will oversee 153 employees in architecture and engineering, facilities management and the
real estate division with multiple budgets that aggregate to nearly
$380 million. Currently, architecture and engineering is managing
275 projects throughout the councontinued on page 27
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MANAGER’S
MANAGER’S BOOKSHELF
BOOKSHELF
“Real Influence: Persuade
Without Pushing and
Gain Without Giving In,”
By Mark Goulston and John Ullman; AMACOM,
New York, New York; 2013; 258 pages; $24.95.
There are dozens of business books that address issues
of leadership, motivation, and
influencing others. From selling
to team building, the number of
authors on these subjects stretch
back nearly a 100 years. Coauthors Mark Goulston, M.D., a
business psychiatrist, author,
consultant, and John Ullman,
Ph.D., a well-known executive
coach, have come to the conclusion that there may be good reasons why old ideas about persuading customers and company teams don’t seem to be
working well any longer. As
they put it:
“Today we live in a postselling and post-pushing world.
As people grow more aware of
manipulative tactics, their guard
goes up. The Internet, television, advertising, and wall-towall marketing have made us
cynical about deceptive tricks
and hard sell approaches. Your
customers, your co-workers,
and even your kids can all recognize ‘pushy’ influence…and
when they use it, they’ll push
back twice as hard.
“Yet, most of the books and
business school courses that
teach persuasion skills emphasize manipulative tactics and
techniques. They conceive of
influence as something that you
‘do’ to someone else to get your
way. And they focus on shortterm gains rather than long-term
consequences. We call this outdated strategy disconnected
influence.”
The authors believe that on
its face ‘disconnected influence’ makes sense. That’s
because your agenda places its
influence on things you have to
get done. Your own priorities
are what matters most, especially if you’re the owner or senior

manager of a business. There’s
just one problem, according to
Drs. Goulston and Ullmen:
“Your people [or customers]
aren’t inspired by your vision,
and they’re not willing to share
your goals. And here’s why:
Most people, most of the time,
aren’t motivated to do what you
want them to do. They don’t
feel your urgency, they’re busy
with their own priorities and
crises, or they have hidden reasons for rejecting your ideas.”
At this point early in the
book the authors seem to be
confusing. On the one hand
they believe that ‘disconnected
influence’ appears sensible, but
isn’t. If that’s so, why do so
many business schools and
motivation experts teach this
method. Co-authors Goulston
and Ullmen try to straighten us
out. Their view is that ‘disconnected influence’ doesn’t work
because it encourages the people you’re trying to influence as
objects, targets, and things to be
pushed or pulled. They’re not
hearing the other people’s message. In other words, the person
you’re addressing “either recognizes this immediately or—
even if you get temporary compliance—resents it later.”
The opposite of ‘disconnected influence’ is connected
influence, state the co-authors.
According to their view, people
don’t always notice when connected influence is taking place.
That’s because no one feels like
they’re being pushed, misunderstood, ignored or threatened,
so there’s no need to get angry,
frustrated, or disappointed. The
authors go on to state: “As a
result, we don’t push back.
Instead, we willingly lean into
the influence because we
implicitly trust the person who’s

influencing us. This makes connected influence as powerful as
it is subtle.”
The book is surprisingly
non-technical in style, and
(once you’re past the first chapter) easily understood. Chapter
8 is one of the most interesting
in the book. Titled “Master
Level Four Listening,” the
chapter offers several techniques that permit you to really
listen to the people you want to
connectedly influence by truly
conversing with them. That way
you can avoid the result that

Mark Twain once noted, “Most
conversations are monologues
in the presence of witnesses.”
“Real Influence” takes a different tack on persuasion, team
building, and motivation. Most
importantly, it makes you think
about these important areas and
offers a different way to creating a true team with your coworkers and customers. Best of
all, it offers a full course banquet of fresh ideas for the price
of a modest dinner.
—Henry Holtzman

Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is
compiled based on information received from retail bookstores
throughout the U.S.A.
1. “The Three Signs of a Miserable Job: A Fable for Managers
(and Their Employees),” by Patrick Lencioni (John Wiley &
Sons…$38.14)(1)*
Originally published in 2007, the book has become very popular.
2. “Strengths Finder 2.0,” by Tom Rath (Gallup Press…$24.95)(2)
Spend less time fixing shortcomings, more time gaining strength.
3. “Lean In: Women, Work, and the Will to Lead,” by Sheryl
Sandberg (Knopf Doubleday Publishing… $24.95)(3)
Why women’s progress achieving leadership roles has stalled.
4. ”Girlboss,” by Sophia Amoruso, (Portfolio Hardcover…
$26.95)(5)
How a young woman escaped a bad life and achieved a very good
one.
5. “Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull Together and
Others Don’t,” by Simon Sinek (Portfolio Hardcover…$27.95)(4)
How to work together and achieve effective productivity.
6. “Doing More With Teams: The New Way to Winning,” by
Bruce Piasecki (John Wiley & Sons… $25.00)(6)
Why and how teams offer greater flexibility when used properly.
7. “Smart Tribes: How Teams Become Brilliant Together,” by
Christine Comaford (Portfolio Hardcover… $26.95)(8)
How top managers keep their teams involved and moving forward.
8. “The Value of Debt: How to Manage Both Sides of a Balance
Sheet,” by Tom Anderson (John Wiley & Sons… $40.00)(7)
How to apply corporate financial techniques to individuals.
9. “The Map and the Territory: Risk, Human Nature, and the
Future of Forecasting,” by Alan Greenspan (Penguin Group…
$36.00)(8)
Former head of the Federal Reserve Board has much to say.
10. “The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons
in Personal Change,” by Stephen R. Covey (Free Press…
$15.95)(10)
How to become more effective in your business and personal life.
______________________________________________________
* -- Indicates a book’s previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book’s first appearance on the list.
*** -- Indicates a book’s reappearance on the list.
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New Voices...

and their history.”
This Native-centric research is a
continued from pg. 23
paradigm shift from previous
research methods that exploited Native Americans to one that
respects their oral traditions, a change that benefits scholars and
tribes, said William Madrigal Jr., cultural heritage program coordinator for the Morongo Band of Mission Indians near Cabazon.
“What was written about Native people early on is the tip of the iceberg,” said the 2010 UCR graduate. “Anthropologists couldn’t fathom the extent of Native knowledge. What they described as a primitive culture could cure any ailment, even do brain surgery.”
Madrigal said he discovered a different view of American Indian
history while an anthropology student at UCR. “We were taught in
school that Indians would kill each other off,” he recalled. “I came
to UCR and found that not only did we
get along, we formed strategic alliances
that paved the way for Indian sovereignty today.”
Oral tradition, which is the way
Native people tell stories of their past and
culture, is not the game of “telephone”
that people believe it to be, Perez,
“Indian Time” host, explained. “It is a
rigid, complex encyclopedia of human
knowledge. It takes much more to be an
elder in the traditional way than to be a
Ph.D.”

Sherman Indian High School includes serving as curator of the
museum, says the first UCR dissertation that resulted from the
Sherman collaboration began 15 years ago.
That dissertation — an investigation of student health at the
boarding school in the early 20th century — led to a 2012 book
about the history of Sherman Institute, co-edited by Sisquoc, Trafzer
and Gilbert.
Curiosity about how Native communities viewed boarding
schools led Ph.D. candidate Kevin Whalen to the Sherman museum
archives. He was surprised to find that while the work programs
were supposed to Anglicize the students and turn them into workers
who wouldn’t cause problems, some students saw value in these programs. One Navajo student he learned about worked for three years,
made a lot of money, then went home and bought sheep. “He used
the experience to live more in the Navajo
way,” he said. Whalen recently was
awarded the prestigious University of
Illinois Postdoctoral Fellowship in
American Indian Studies, the first recipient from a California university.
Sisquoc, who has served on UCR
master’s thesis committees, said students
like Whalen are uncovering a chapter in
Native American history that has gone
largely unreported. “For so long the
research has been one-sided. These were
human beings whose lives were impacted
by these schools,” she said.
And while the archival research is
invaluable, UCR students’ collaboration
with local tribal communities is even
more welcome and necessary. “Every
UCR student who has come through here has gone above and
beyond,” she said. “They have helped with archives protection and
management, and have showed our high school students the importance of their histories. They just join the Sherman family.”

“We need more Native
children in college. We
need Native Americans as
professional people in
business, engineering,
Native American history,
law and medicine.”
– Cliff Trafzer

Challenging the Past
Consulting Native people about their
oral traditions can help scholars verify or
discount interpretations drawn from
archival research, said UCR history professor Rebecca “Monte”
Kugel, who is of Ojibwe descent.
“It becomes a dialog over what the documents tell us and how
tribal cultural knowledge can inform that,” explained Kugel, who
studies treaties and tribal leadership. “We are trying to train students
to write history from the perspective of Native people whose histories they are researching, not from the interpretation of outsiders like
the Spanish, French and British, which is the way Native history was
taught for many years. It allows non-Native people to know there is
another side of the story, and allows Native people to know their
ancestors mattered and did important things, like domesticating
corn, which feeds much of the world today, and knew how to live in
challenging environments. That is as much a part of their history as
land loss that led to being impoverished.”
UCR faculty encourage students to do research that is important
to local Native Americans, Trafzer said. “All research doesn’t have
to do that,” he said, “but we’re in the middle of Indian Country, they
are citizens of California, and they have been overlooked.”
A Connection to the Present
Six dissertations have resulted from research conducted in the
archives of Sherman Indian Museum at what is now Sherman Indian
High School in Riverside. The government boarding school was
established in Riverside as Sherman Institute in 1902 as part of a
nationwide effort to force assimilation of American Indians by
removing children from their homes, stripping them of their culture
and converting them to Christianity. Today Sherman is a four-year
high school run by Native Americans teaching their own culture and
history, and is one of four off-reservation government boarding
schools remaining.
Lorene Sisquoc, whose job as culture traditions leader at

Training and Empowerment
Training students in community-based research gives new
knowledge and tools to Inland tribes, and helps them protect cultural resources amid growing pressure from development on ancestral
lands.
“When you collaborate with Indian people, you gain knowledge
of how the landscape is historical and spiritual, and that remains
very strong today,” Trafzer said. “They believe that if you harm
these places you can harm their health as well.”
Milanovich, who works in the Agua Caliente historic preservation office, said he returned to graduate school at UCR to learn how
to protect and manage tribal lands and cultural resources.
“The land is all we have left that is tangible,” he explained. “We
have songs and stories, but the land we see every day, and we can
see what’s happening to it. That is our mother, and she gives us
everything we need. We don’t see land as a way to make some
money. We have a very strong spiritual connection to the land. We
want to nurture her and protect her.”
For William Madrigal, the training he received at UC Riverside
instilled confidence and enabled him to become an effective
guardian of tribal cultural resources.
“UCR directly influenced how I shaped my career,” he said. “A
lot of students who grow up on reservations see issues that they want
to learn how to deal with. UCR empowered me. Native American
Studies classes lifted my spirits and strengthened my sense of pride
in who we are.”
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Real Estate...

ty, facilities management maintains and repairs county-owned
continued from pg. 24
facilities, and real estate services
manages budgets for rent payments and property management
totaling $58.4 million.
Thompson has nearly 30 years of experience in real estate
management, development, acquisitions and leasing in the commercial real estate business throughout Southern California. He is
a member and past president of the Southern California chapter of
the National Association of Industrial and Office Properties
(NAIOP), a prestigious commercial real estate development association. Thompson comes to the county from W3 Partners LLC in
Aliso Viejo where he was managing principal. Over the years,
Thompson has managed assets and portfolios in excess of 13 million square feet of commercial properties, coordinated the marketing of land sales and handled a variety of acquisition activities.

Indian Gaming Facilities
Listed Alphabeticaly
Casino
Address
City, State, Zip

# of
Employees

# of
Slots
Tables

Year Established

Games

Amenities
Restaurant/Lounge
Hotel
Spa
Event Center

Top local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail

1,250

1,600
42

2001

Blackjack, 3-Card Poker,
Craps, Roulette, Let it Ride,
Pai Gow Poker, Mini Baccarat
World Tour of Poker

Y
Y
Y
N

CJ Gram
General Manager
(760) 321-2000/202-2617
www.hotwatercasino.com

1.

Agua Caliente Casino
32-250 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
Augustine Casino
84-001 Ave. 54
Coachella, CA 92236

440

800
10

2002

2.

Blackjack, Single 21
Spanish 21, 3-Card Poker,
4-Card Poker

Y
N
N
N

Jeff Bauer
General Manager
(760) 391-9500/391-9045
www.augustinecasino.com

Cahuilla Casino
52702 Highway 371
Anza, CA 92539

120

305
4

1995

3.

Blackjack,
3-Card Poker

Y
N
N
N

Leonardo Pasquarelli
General Manager
(951) 763-1200/763-0850
www.cahuilacasino.com

Fantasy Springs Resort Casino
84-245 Indio Springs Prkwy.
Indio, CA 92203

1,100

1,957
40

1980

4.

Slots, Blackjack,
Poker, Asian Games,
California Craps, Video Roulette

Y
Y
N
Y

Paul Ryan
General Manager
(800) 827-2946/238-5606
www.fantasyspringsresort.com

Havasu Landing Resort and Casino
P.O. Box 1975-#5 Main St.
Havasu Lake, CA 92363

160

243
3

2002

5.

Live Blackjack,
3 Card Poker,
Video Poker, Keno

Y
N
N
N

Jacqueline Gordon
General Manager
(760) 858-4593/858-5900
www.havasulanding.com

Morongo Casino Resort & Spa
49500 Seminole Dr.
Cabazon, CA 92230

1,871

2,216
101

2004

6.

Blackjack, Mini-Baccarat,
Pai-Gow Poker, Craps,
3-Card Poker, 4-Card Poker

Y
Y
Y
Y

John James
General Manager
(951) 755-5340/849-3181
www.morongocasinoresort.com

Pala Casino Spa & Resort
11154 Highway 76
Pala, CA 92509

2,000

2,300
88

2001

7.

Blackjack, Baccarat, Craps,
Mini-Bacarat, Pai-Gow Poker,
Poker, Roulette

Y
Y
Y
Y

Bill Benbenek
CEO
(760) 510-5100/510-5191
www.palacasino.com

Pechanga Resort and Casino
45000 Pechanga Prkwy.
Temecula, CA 92592

4,500

2,000
122

1995

8.

Slots, Video Poker,
Blackjack, Mini Baccarat,
Let It Ride, Pai Gow, Three Card Poker,
Poker Room

Y
Y
Y
Y

Rudy Pritto
General Manager
(877) 711-2WIN/770-2571
www.pechanga.com

San Manuel Indian Bingo and Casino
777 San Manuel Blvd.
Highland, CA 92346

3,500+

3,000
145

1986

9.

Bingo, Slots,
Blackjack,
Poker, Mini Baccarat,
Card Craps

Y
Y
N
N

Dan Morales
Marketing Manager
(909) 864-5050/862-8890
www.sanmanuel.com

Soboba Casino
23333 Soboba Rd.
San Jacinto, CA 92581

790

2,000
18

na

10.

Blackjack,
Let It Ride, Bingo,
3-Card Poker

Y
N

Scott Sirois
General Manager
(951) 665-1000/665-1353
www.soboba.com

Spa Resort Casino
401 E. Amado Rd.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

1,120

1,000
40

2003

11.

Double-Deck Blackjack, Blackjack,
“Hot Water” Craps, Mini Baccarat,
3-Card Poker, 4-Card Poker,
Pai Gow Poker, Spanish 21

Y
Y
Y
Y

CJ Gram
General Manager
(760) 883-1000/883-1250
www.sparesortcasino.com

Spotlight 29 Casino
46-200 Harrison Pl.
Coachella, CA 92236

675

2,000
34

1995

12.

Blackjack,
Pai Gow Poker, Poker,
3 Card Poker

Y
N
N
Y

Tom Sedlock
General Manager
(760) 775-5566/775-2220
www.spotlight29casino.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2014 by IEBJ.
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CSUSB’s...

benchmarks in the rating and
ranking of graduate programs.
continued from pg. 9
“The IGF’s aim is to strip away
elements such as salary increases, career progression; international and gender diversity in academic boards, the number of
doctoral graduates from the school, and how many of them return
to teach at said school,” said Alexandra Skinner, CEO
Magazine’s editor-in-chief.
“We want to keep CEO Magazine’s M.B.A. rankings simple
and look at what is on offer to students once they get to the business school of their choice. Some ‘lesser-known’ schools, which
would often otherwise be marginalized, are very well positioned
to service post-graduates, and our aim is to highlight this level of
quality and value for future students,” Skinner added.
CSUSB’s College of Business and Public Administration is
accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business and the National Association of Schools of Public
Affairs and Administration. The college also earned 2014 “Best
Grad Schools of Business” ranking by U.S. News and World
Report.
Cal State San Bernardino also earned “Best in the West” ranking in 2013 from Princeton Review; ranked as one of 2013
“America’s Top Colleges” by Forbes Magazine; and designated
as “Best for Vets Colleges” 2014 by Military Times Magazine.
For more information about CSUSB’s master’s in business
administration program, contact the College of Business and
Public Administration at (909) 537-5703.
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A Brief History...

uting books in cassette tape in 1969.
In today's world, though things are
continued from pg. 7
going digital, talking books still
remain very popular. According to a 2003 document from the NLS,
using federal funds, NLS annually published approximately 2,000
books and 70 magazines on cassettes, on discs, and in braille.
Meanwhile, back in 1952 a pair of college graduates heard Dylan
Thomas reading his poetry in New York. They came up with the idea
of having him record his poems, including “Do Not Go Gently Into
That Good Night” for posterity. Thus was launched the Caedmon
Label, named for an obscure early English poet. Caedmon became
the premier publisher of spoken word recordings. Unlike the Books
for the Blind, these were licensed for public consumption. They
began with the poetry of T.S. Elliot, Robert Frost, Gertrude Stein and
more. Then they added prose authors like William Faulkner. When
they couldn’t get the original author, they hired famous actors such as
Vanessa Redgrave, Vincent Price, Ed Begley Sr., Sir John Gielgud
and even Richard Burton.
To be fair, Caedmon was not the first to produce literary recordings. That goes back to Thomas Edison himself. But Caedmon produced quality recordings at a time when Hi-Fi was booming. (No pun
intended). What Caedmon managed to do was bring literature to the
masses. It is said that J. R. R. Tolkien once recorded one of his poems
in Elfish. In recent years Matt Dillon has recorded Jack Kerouac’s
“On The Road Again” and rapper 50 Cent recorded his “The 50th
Law.”
In the middle of all of this, other popular authors began recording
their works. Soon they were showing up in cassette form, some complete and some abridged. Some authors, like Stephen King, insist on
continued on page 34
being the only one to record their
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Meeting Facilities
Ranked By Total Square Feet of Meeting Facilities

continued from page 17
Facility
Address
City/State/Zip

Meeting Rooms: Largest Meeting: Year Built
Total
Sq. Ft.
Last Renovated
Tot. Sq. Ft.
Capacity

Owner
Headquarters

# of Rooms Room Rate Range
# of Suites * May Be Seasonal
# of Banquet Rms.

Amenities

General Manager
Convention Contact
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

Kellogg-West Conference Center
3801 W. Temple Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768

20
16,000

2,820
250

1972
2006

Cal Poly Pomona Foundation
Pomona, CA

85
4
1

WND

21.

Complete Meeting Packages,
Cameron Edmonds
Full-Service Conference Center,
na
B,F,H,I,N,P,R,RS,S,X
(909) 869-2222/869-3026
www.kelloggwest.org

Palm Springs Hilton
400 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

10
15,000

5,400
500

1981
2008

The Walters Co.
Beverly Hills, CA

260
71
10

$79-249*

22.

C,CR,FP,GS,H,I,L,
N,P,R,T,W,X,F,S

Aftab Dada
John Marshall
(760) 320-6868/320-2126
john.marshall@hilton.com

Lake Arrowhead Resort
27984 Hwy. 189
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352

10
11,000

4,004
450

1982
2007

Pacific Capital
Roseville, Ca

162
11
11

$149-299

23.

CR,F,FP,GS,H,
I,L,N,P,R,RS,T,
OC,SD,ST

Norm Santos
Teri McIver
(909) 336-1511/744-3088
info@laresort.com

DoubleTree Hotel-Claremont
555 W. Foothill Blvd.
Claremont, CA 91711

6
10,000

3710
400

1961
2006

H.W. All Starts, LLP
N/A

190
4
6

$129-229

24.

BS, CB,R, P, J, F,
Andrew Behnke
GS, H,I, L,N, OC, RS, SD,
John Gutzwiller
W, X
(909) 626-2411/445-1829
jgutzwiller@doubletreeclaremont.com

Hilton San Bernardino
285 E. Hospitality Ln.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

14
10,000

5,000
600

1982
2008

S.B. Hotel Corp.
Los Angeles, CA

251
13
14

$119-495

25.

P,GS,R,W,H,RS,CR,I,S,
Tim Jenkins
X,L,N,SD,FP,Mini Fridge
Dael Strange
Comp. AM Coffee
(909) 388-7910/381-2713
JSBHI-Salesadm@hilton.com

26.

The Saguaro in Palm Springs
1800 E. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

5
9,000

3,128
350

1969
2008

Barney Hospitality
San Diego, CA

249
20
5

$75-110 Olympic Size Pool, 2 Therapy
Steve Rachmat
Jacuzzis, 5 Hole Putting Green, Massage Therapy,
na
His & Hers Saunas
(760) 323-1711/322-1075
www.jdvhotels.com/palm_springs

27.

Shilo Hilltop Suites
3101 Temple Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768

13
8,363

5,500
570

1985
2008

Shilo Inns, Inc.
Portland, OR

0
131
2

$99-195 Complimentary Breakfast Buffet,
Monica Lopez
Complimentary Pickup & Delivery to Ontario Airport,
na
Free Highspeed,
(909) 598-7666/598-4627
Internet Access
www.shiloinns.com

Pharaoh’s Water & Theme Park
1101 N. California St.
Redlands, CA 92374

4
8,000

6,000

28.

1996
N/A

Ayana Management
Redlands, CA

N/A
N/A
4

Audio,
Dave Simon
Video, Full Catering,
na
Bar
(909) 335-7275/307-2622
www.pharaohslostkingdom.com

Spa Resort Casino
100 N. Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

11
7,879

2,100
200

1953
2007

Agua Caliente Band
Rancho Mirage, CA

228
24
4

$89-299

29.

CR,F,FP,GS,H,RS,R,N,
P,I,S,X,F,SA,SD

Indian Wells Resort Hotel
76-661 Hwy. 111
Indian Wells, CA 92210

7
7,000

4,800
380

1987
2008

L.R.K. West, Inc.
Indian Wells, CA

126
29
7

$79-329

30.

G,GS,P,R,L,F,X,S,I,
RS,T,CR,W,H,
C,N,FP,CB

Shilo Inn Hotel
3200 Temple Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768

4
2,410

874
90

1985
2009

Shilo Inn, Inc.
Portland, OR

160
0
1

$99-195

31.

B, CB, CH, CR, F, FP, H,
I, L , OC, P, R, RS, S, SA,
SO, SR, ST, X

Best Western Heritage Inn
8179 Spruce Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

3
2,370

1,300
175

1994
2008

Great Western Hotels Corp.
Orange City, CA

115
10
3

$89-159

32.

Heated Pool & Spa,
Jenny Liu
Continental Breakfast,
na
Preminum Movie & Sport TV, (909) 466-1111/466-3876
Private Exec. Lvls
cderrick@bwheritageinn.com

Best Western Inn Suites
3400 Shelby St.
Ontario, CA 91764

3
1,500

1,500
120

1990
2009

James Wirth
Phoenix, AZ

N/A
150
3

$89 -129

33.

Comp. Brkf. Buffet, Comp.
Peter Niles
Social Hour, BBQ Wed.,
Amanda labete
50 Suites w/Jacuzzi Tubs, (909) 466-9600/941-4374
FP, P, S, F, X
pniles@innsuites.com

Highland Springs Resort
10600 Highland Springs Ave.
Beaumont, CA 92223

3
na

2,450
250

1971
2008

OnSite

34.

91
2
1

Julie Kazin
Mary Clark
(760) 778-1579/7781521
mclark@srcmail.net
Brad Weimer
Kristi Prieto
(760) 345-6466/772-5083
kristi@indianwellsresort.com
Monica Lopez
n/a
(909) 598-7666/598-4627
www.shinoinns.com

$60-150 Olympic Pool, Jacuzzi, Saunas,
Michael Ham
High & Low Ropes Course, Tennis
Tom Chong
Courts, Hiking Trails,
(951) 845-1151/845-8090
Horseback Rides
info@hsresort.com

B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies,
L=Lounge,N=Non-Smoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2014 by IEBJ.
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Nearby Resorts & Vacation Spots
Ranked By Number of Rooms
Resort
Address
City/State/Zip

# of Rooms
# of Suites
# of Employees

Rate Range
Year Built
Last Renovated

Owner
Headquarters

Amenities

Top Exec.
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

1.

JW Marriott Desert Springs Resort & Spa 884
74855 Country Club Dr.
51
Palm Desert, CA 92260
1,500

$175-470
1987
2004

Marriott International, Inc.
Washington, DC

36 Holes Golf (Special Package), Shopping
20 Tennis Courts, 5 Pools, Spa,
11 Food/Beverage Outlets

2.

La Quinta Resort & Club
49-499 Eisenhower Dr.
La Quinta, CA 92253

796
24
1,500

$175-415
1926
2008

KSL Recreation Corp.
La Quinta, CA

Shopping, 7 Restaurants, Spa, 41 Pools,
5 Golf Courses, Golf & Tennis Schools,
9 Boutique Shops

3.

Arizona Biltmore Resort & Spa
2400 E. Missouri
Phoenix, AZ 85032

738
86
1,200

$195-1,850
1929
2004

CNL Resorts
Florida

4.

The Phoenician
6000 E. Camelback Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

647
119
1,000

$185-1,725
1988
2006

Starwood Hotels & Resorts
New York

27 Holes Golf (2 Special Packages),
12 Tennis Courts (Special Package), 9 Pools,
Spa (3 Packages), Children’s Program

Renaissance Esmeralda
44-400 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

560
22
na

$149-399
1989
2002

CTF

5.

Business Service, Concierge, Restaurant,
Fitness Faculty, Golf Course

6.

Westin Mission Hills Resort
71333 Dinah Shore Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

512
40
635

$99-349
1991
2008

Starwood Hotels & Resorts
White Plains, NY

Weekend Packages,
Transfers from Nearest Airport

7.

Hyatt Grand Champions Resort
44-600 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

480
54
400+

$150-500
1986
1998

Grand Champions, LLC
Indian Wells, CA

36 Holes Golf, 12 Tennis Courts,
20 Private Villas

8.

Paradise Point Resort & Spa
1404 W. Vacation Rd.
San Diego, CA 92109

460
103
407

$259-5,000
1962
2006

Noble House Resorts
Kirkland, WA

18-Hole Putting Course, 6 Tennis Courts,
Beach, 6 Pools, Spa, Fitness Center,
Volleyball, Marina, Bicycle Rentals

Marriott’s Rancho Las Palmas
Resort & Spa
41-000 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

450
22
537

$99-350
1979
2008

KSO
La Quinta, CA

27 Holes Golf (Special Package),
2 Pools, Full-Service
25 Tennis Courts, European Spa

10.

Renaissance Palm Springs Hotel
888 Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

410
158
250

$99-249
1987
2008

American Property Mgmnt.
La Jolla, CA

Spa, Pool, Restaurant,
Pool Bar, Kiddie Pool w/Water Features,
Putting Green

Martin Greenwood
(760) 322-6000/322-5351
www.marriott.com

11.

Riviera Palm Springs Resort & Spa
1600 N. Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

406
36
na

$249-4,800
1959
2009

Noble House Resorts
Kirkland, WA

Business Service, Pool, Restaurant,
Room Service, Tennis

Brandon Schuter
(760) 327-8311/778-6650
www.psriviera.com

12.

DoubleTree Paradise Valley Resort
5401 N. Scottsdale Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85250

375
12
400

$69-225
1984
1998

13.

Doral Palm Springs Resort
67-967 Vista Chino
Cathedral City, CA 92234

285
15
200

$89-235
1985
1998

Meristan Hotels & Resorts
Washington, DC

14.

The Saguaro in Palm Springs
1800 E. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

249
20
200

$129-219
1970
1995

KI West LLC
Oregon

15.

Spa Resort Casino
100 N. Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

230
20
200

$195-1,800
1963
2007

Agua Caliente Development Auth.
California

Spa Packages, Casino, 24-Hour Room Service,
Nightly Turndown, Coffee,
Refrigerator

Bill Duke
(760) 778-1500/778-1521
www.sparesortcasino.com

16.

Miramonte Resort & Spa
45000 Indian Wells
Indian Wells, CA 92210

215
23
250

$150-450
1998
2008

Destination Hotel
Milwaukee, WI

36 Holes Golf (Special Package),
2 Pools, Spa, Restaurant, Shops

Stan Kantowski
(760) 341-2200/568-0541
www.miramonteresort.com

17.

The Boulders Resort & Spa
34631 N. Tom Darlington Dr.
Carefree, AZ 85377

160 Casitas
64 Villas
678

$175-525
(Casitas only)
1985

Carefree Resorts
Patriot American Hospitality
Phoenix, AZ/Dallas, TX

36 Holes Golf (Special Package), 8 Tennis Courts
(Special Package), Pool, Spa, 5 Restaurants,
Desert Tours, Museum

18.

Indian Wells Resort Hotel
76661 Hwy. 111
Indian Wells, CA 92210

155
29
70

$89-299
1987
2006

L.R.K. West
Palm Desert, CA

19.

Temecula Creek Inn
44501 Rainbow Canyon Rd.
Temecula, CA 92542

119
10
na

$149-209
1968
2007

JC Resorts, LLC
La Jolla, CA

Exec. Golf, Weddings, Business
Service, Gift Shop

Miracle Springs Resort & Spa
10625 Palm Dr.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

113
6
na

$199-599
1994
2012

Michael Bickford
Desert Hot Springs, CA

Spa, Restaurants, Pools

20.

21.

Two Bunch Palms Resort & Spa
67425 Two Bunch Palms Tr.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

28
24
125

$150-575
1930
2005

King Ventures
San Luis Obispo, CA

100 Spa Treatments
(World Class Spa and
award-winning restaurant)

9.

Emily Bird
(760) 341-2211/341-1872
emily.bird@marriott.com
Gary Sims
(760) 564-4111/777-5806
resinquiry@laquintaresort.com

2 Adjacent Championship Golf Courses,
David Kirken
7 Tennis Courts, 8 Pools, Spa & Fitness Center,
(602) 955-6600/954-2571
Lawn Chess & Croquet
reservations@arizonabiltmore.com
Todd Raessler
(480) 941-8200/947-4311
www.thephoenician.com

Tom Tabler
(760) 773-4444/346-9308
www.renaissanceesmeralda.com
Elizabeth James
(760) 328-5955/770-2138
www.westinmissionhills.com
Doug Sears
(760) 341-1000/568-2236
reservationschamp@hyatt.com
David Hall
(858) 274-4630/581-5924
www.paradisepoint.com
April Shute
(866) 423-1195/568-5845
www.rancholaspalmas.com

Golf Packages Available, 2 Outdoor Tennis Courts,
Doug Heaton
2 Pools, Health Club & Spa,
(480) 947-5400/946-1524
Near Fine Shops
www.paradisevalley.doubletree.com
Rick Ross
(760) 322-7000/322-6853
www.doralpalmsprings.com

27 Holes Golf (Special Package),
10 Tennis Courts (Special Package)
18,000 Sq. Ft. Meeting Space

Pool, 2 Spas, Massage Facilities, Exercise Room,
Steve Rachmat
Saunas, 2 Restaurants, Gift Shop, Mini Refrigerators, (760) 323-1711/322-1075
Hair Dryers, Irons/Boards
www.jdvhotels.com/palm_springs

Steven Ast
(480) 488-9009/488-4118
www.theboulders.com

27 Holes Golf (Special Package), 2 Tennis Courts
Brad Weimer
(Complimentary), Pool, Spa, Fitness Center,
(760) 345-6466/772-5083
Cont. Breakfast, Country Club Privileges
www.indianwellsresort.com
Tom Demott
(877) 517-1823/(951) 676-8961
www.temeculacreekinn.com
Nick Scopelitis
(760) 251-6000/251-0460
hotel@miraclesprings.com
John Trueau
(760) 288-7803/329-1874
reservations@twobunchpalms.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While
every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O.
Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright 2014 by IEBJ.
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Want to Change...

the not-so-exciting aspects of your
work become easier to do and get
continued from pg. 16
completed more quickly if you have
a strong focus on what you do find exciting, rewarding, or fulfilling,”
Core promises. “Personally, thinking about how I hope to help people with my next speech, presentation, or coaching session helps me
to get through the parts of my workday that I don’t enjoy as much,
like paperwork, scheduling, and staff issues.”
Seek to serve, not shine.
To some extent, it’s human nature to look out for Number One.
We all want to rack up accomplishments, receive accolades, and garner recognition. But in many situations, the desire to shine can cause
you to get in your own way. Just think of the overeager salesman
whose desire to exceed his quota makes him come off as pushy.
Instead of convincing you to buy his product, his self-serving attitude
just makes you want to cut the meeting short.
“Ironically, the key to shining is putting others first,” Core
explains. “People who channel their efforts toward making others’
lives easier are nearly always respected, included, and considered
valuable. When you help others reach their goals and become their
best, you’ll usually find that the same things happen to you.”
Fill up your energy bank account so you can make withdrawals when you need them.
Throughout life, circumstances arise that are beyond our control.
You may experience a major illness, lose a loved one, or be forced to
relocate. You may have to occasionally work long days and go without sleep. The list goes on. It’s because of these out-of-our-hands circumstances, says Core, that we must all focus on controlling what we
can.
“What I mean is, know your needs and capacities and try not to
exceed them on a regular basis,” he says. “In other words, get enough
sleep. Eat nutritiously. Exercise when time permits. That way, when
you do find yourself needing to push the limits, you’ll have a healthy
margin of energy, motivation, or whatever to draw on. Manage what
you can manage as often as possible in order to compensate for what
you cannot manage.”
Forget the future. (Really!) The future can be an inspiring
thing…but it can also be a scary and misleading one. Awfulizing,
what-ifs, and doomsday thinking can plunge you into paralyzing anxiety. And making incorrect assumptions can send you down the
wrong path. That’s why, aside from setting goals for yourself, Core
says you should try not to let your mind wander into future outcomes.
“Thrivers trust in an execution mindset and focus their attention
and efforts on the here and now,” he says. “That’s because nobody
can predict when or under what conditions the future is going to
unfold. The only thing a person truly can do is to focus on the
processes of today—and live them out to the max. That’s not only
going to produce personal peace in the present tense, it’s going to be
the best possible preparation for whatever the future holds. Enjoy the
process and take great joy in the rewards!”
Forgive yesterday so you can work on today. Core says most
successful, hardworking people are often hard on themselves to an
unproductive level. They are their own worst critics and spend valuable time lingering on mistakes and slip-ups. Long after the event—
whatever it was—is over, they beat themselves up relentlessly instead
of spending their time in a more productive state.
“Treat yourself with the same compassion and generosity you’d
extend to another person who’d messed up or fallen short of a goal,”
urges Core. “If it helps, follow the two-hour rule I learned from one
of my past coaches: When you have a bad performance or make a
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mistake, you have two hours to pout, scream, cry, wallow, or do
whatever you think will help you deal with the disappointment. But
when 120 minutes have passed, it’s time to start moving forward
again. “Remember, nobody is perfect,” he adds. “We all make mistakes. What sets Thrivers apart is the fact that after a fall, they forgive
themselves faster, get back up, and continue the journey forward.”
“By making small changes in how you approach your day, you
can begin to take back your to-do list and accomplish the big goals
that will really help you thrive,” Core concludes. “It’s time to stop
allowing your quest for success to leave you feeling tired, stressed,
and disillusioned. So, how will your tomorrow look different from
your today? What is one small change you can make right now to
start rewiring the patterns that define your life?”
To learn more, please visit www.andycore.com.

Thrivent...
continued from pg. 21

to congregations and Non-profit
organizations the Inland Empire
area.

Inland Empire Economic Impact
A total of $285,000 in Thrivent Choice Dollars were received
by organizations in the Inland Empire in 2013. In addition,
Thrivent chapters in the Inland Empire provided an additional economic impact totaling more than $394,000 with about 58,000 volunteer hours in 159 Thrivent-sponsored projects in 2013.
About Inland Empire by the Inland Empire Financial
Consultants
Thrivent Financial is represented in the Inland Empire by the
Inland Empire Financial Consultants, which includes Bill Cortus
at 3333 Concours St. Building 8 Suite 8100 Ontario, CA 91872,
phone: 909-945-4996, website: www.thrivent.com/plg/inlandempire. Facebook: www.facebook.com/BillCortusThriventFinancial
CA Insurance ID #0D96803
About Thrivent Financial
Thrivent Financial is a financial services organization that
helps Christians be wise with money and live generously. The
organization offers a broad range of products and services along
with guidance from financial representatives nationwide.
For more than a century it has helped its nearly 2.4 million
member-owners make wise money choices that reflect their values.
Thrivent also provides opportunities for members to be even more
generous where they live, work and worship. For more information, visit www.thrivent.com/why. You can also find us on
Facebook and Twitter.
Thrivent Financial is the marketing name of Thrivent Financial
for Lutherans, Appleton, Wis.For additional important disclosure
information, please visit Thrivent.com/disclosures.

Ontario...
continued from pg. 20

from local farms and growers.
Decadent pastries and baked goods
are prepared fresh daily by its

award-winning executive chef.
Off-site catering is also available, from small to large gatherings,
featuring the same outstanding menu choices and services.
Operated by SMG, one of the world’s largest and most successful property management companies, the Ontario Convention Center
offers superior service and flexibility for all meeting needs.
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All Hail the Ale Events
Beer is, of course, more fun
continued from pg. 39
when it’s enjoyed with others, and
BC has plenty of great beer-centric events year round.
Come spring, locals in wine country pause from their worship of
the grape to raise a glass to the grain at the Okanagan Fest-of-Ale in
Penticton — an unbeatable opportunity to sample craft brews from
all over the Pacific Northwest. Also in the spring is Vancouver Craft
Beer Week, a nine-day festival celebrating all things craft beer and
culture. This year, VCBW will kick off with their opening night
extravaganza May 30, bookending the event’s festivities with the
toast-worthy VCBW Beer Festival.
October promises to satisfy, too, thanks to its designation as B.C.
Craft Beer Month. Among the key events is the B.C. Beer Awards &
Festival, which recognizes the best brews in the province at a signature tasting event.
Thirst been quenched? If not, there’s Cornucopia up in Whistler
in November, a signature 11-day-long event of seminars, dinners,
parties and tastings that feature wine, food, spirits and, of course,
beer. And come the new year, you can combine your love of craft
beer tastings with downhill powder pursuits during Apex Resort’s
Brewski in February or opt instead for a March “break” of frothy proportions, courtesy of the RED Mountain Beer Goggles Craft Brew
Festival.
Brewpubs
Finally, it’s all fine and well to sample craft beer, but really,
wouldn’t you prefer to sit down and enjoy a round or two, perhaps
with a burger or nachos to go with? Well, you’re in luck, because BC
is also home to a growing number of brewpubs that not only make
their own beer, but serve it alongside gourmet pub fare.
Canada’s oldest brewpub — and one that’s still pouring with the
best of them — is Spinnakers Gastro Brewpub, housed in a rambling
old Tudor-style house with magnificent views across Victoria
Harbour. Known for a long list of year-round ales as well as seasonal faves, it also serves exceptional casual fare based on local ingredients, such as the irresistibly creamy seafood chowder. Other Island
brewpubs to check out include the Canoe Brewpub in Victoria and
Craig Street Brew Pub in Duncan.
In Vancouver, the city’s original brewpub, Steamworks, is still
among the most popular, but it has been joined by a host of others,
especially once you venture out further afield. In Surrey, for instance,
Central City Brewing is scooping up multiple awards for its Red
Racer range of beers, including its signature IPA, perfect with the
pub’s popular weekend brunch.
Along the Sea-to-Sky Highway on the way to Whistler, it’s worth
a stop in Squamish, which is both an outdoor adventure hot spot and
home to the Howe Sound Inn and Brewing Co. Try any of the huge
selection of ales, carefully paired with a hearty but sophisticated pub
menu. Another good reason to continue the exploration is the Noble
Pig Brewhouse in Kamloops. Its cask nights, terrific ales and a menu
of mouth-watering nibbles like bacon caramel corn and pulled pork
poutine are all good reasons to contemplate a visit to the sunny
Thompson River Valley. But no matter where you are in British
Columbia, there’s a brewer, a pub, a festival or restaurant nearby,
where the beer is cold, the taps are many and the barman is waiting
to pull a refreshing pint just for you.
While visiting Vancouver, don’t miss the following restaurants:
Joe Fortes (See Restaurant Review pg. 38)
777 Thurlow Street (near Robson Street) Phone: (604) 669-1940
For more on British Columbia's destinations and travel information, visit HelloBC.com.
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Green Automotive Company
Teams up With Ol Pejeta
Conservancy in Kenya and the Royal
College of Art to Create the Electric
Safari Vehicle of the Future
Green Automotive Company (OTCQB: GACR) enters into a
partnership with one of the largest wildlife reserves in the world, the
Ol Pejeta Conservancy in Kenya and the Royal College of Art in
London to create the all electric Safari Vehicle of the Future.
“Vehicle Design at the RCA is dedicated to sustainable mobility
solutions. We very much welcome this chance to support wildlife
conservation, enhance the safari experience and enable emerging
designers to make a real difference in an unique and significant environment.”
Ol Pejeta Conservancy is a 90,000-acre home to East Africa’s
largest Black Rhino Sanctuary and holds some of the highest predator densities in Kenya. Four of the last seven northern white rhinos in
existence live along with populations of Grevy’s zebra, Jackson’s
hartebeest, elephants, chimpanzees, lions, leopards and cheetahs. Ol
Pejeta is always looking out for new and better ways to protect the
wildlife and environment, whilst at the same time engaging with over
80,000 visitors a year. Robert Breare, chief commercial officer of Ol
Pejeta Conservancy: “We live with the constant struggle to balance
the wilderness wildlife with tourists’ requirements. Vehicles are vital
for going around but are polluting, noisy and intrusive. It is time for
change. Why not create vehicles that intrude less on the wildlife,
allowing you to get closer with minimal impact and with zero emissions? A silent safari vehicle that makes you feel as if you are outside
on foot, face to face with a lion or an elephant.”
Ol Pejeta has already produced a brief for this innovative vehicle.
The aim is to create an all-electric solution that will allow silent
safaris with zero emissions and which can travel off-road with a minimum foot-print. An improved cabin to sit in, with an all round uninterrupted line of sight should make visitors feel as if they are on foot
or horseback and close to nature. Visitors should be able to experience the fascinating flora and fauna with all their senses and get the
most out of their Safari Tour.
Green Automotive, selected due to the company’s leading electric
vehicle design and engineering accomplishments, will be responsible
for the overall project management, development of the electric drive
train and integration with the unique body structure. Design ideas and
styling of the vehicle are being developed at the Royal College of Art
(RCA), the world’s leading postgraduate centre for vehicle design.
“Vehicle Design at the RCA is dedicated to sustainable mobility
solutions. We very much welcome this chance to support wildlife
conservation, enhance the safari experience and enable emerging
designers to make a real difference in an unique and significant environment.” – Professor Dale Harrow, dean of the School of Design
and head of Vehicle Design. Ian Hobday, CEO of GAC: “The project’s ultimate goal will be to successfully develop a pure electric
Safari Vehicle that optimizes safety, performance and comfort features while integrating all the benefits of a lightweight unique body
construction. Thanks to our know-how, we’ll advise on the best materials to be used throughout the vehicle body construction and the precise manufacturing methods. The project also aims to successfully
reach a high level of energy efficiency and we will look into the most
appropriate charging methods for that type of environment. This is a
great opportunity to protect some of the most beautiful wildlife on
our planet. And we have already received requests for similar proj-
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Perry Design + Advertising Moves
West With Focus on Lifestyle Brands
Ribbon Cutting and Open House Planned
for April 3, 2014
Since 1997, perry design + advertising has provided award-winning creative design, advertising, integrated marketing and public
relations services to businesses throughout the Inland Empire. In
January, Perry relocated its offices from Rancho Cucamonga into a
creative studio at Harvard Square in the Village of Claremont.
The new location is not the only change the agency has made. As
a boutique agency, its main focus will be on lifestyle brands.
On Thursday, April 3, perry design + advertising plans to host a
Claremont Chamber of Commerce Ribbon Cutting and Open House
from 4 to 7 p.m. to introduce the studio to local and regional businesses. To benefit non-profit, Helping Out Pets Everyday (HOPE),
guests are encouraged to bring a donation of canned dog or cat food
to the open house to help feed homeless animals in HOPE’s care.
After 17 years, Perry has rebranded her agency with a new logo
featuring a more contemporary look and color scheme, website and
creative culture. The emphasis is on a higher level of personalized
service, a collaborative process and client experience.
“Serving ‘lifestyle brands’ such as health and fitness, beauty, luxury goods, restaurants, hospitality, we can focus on building awareness for businesses in the industries we are passionate about,” Perry
noted. “We feel the new location in Claremont will open the door to
greater opportunities allowing us to continue our relationships with
our Inland Empire clients and give us the visibility to build new relationships there as well as in the San Gabriel Valley and Orange
County,” she said. perry design + advertising plans to offer workshops to educate small businesses in areas of branding and marketing
trends. The first of these workshops is scheduled to take place in the
coming weeks.
For information visit perryadvertising.com/happenings. perry
design + advertising is located at 206 W. Bonita Avenue, Suite K2,
Claremont, CA 91711.

ects in other parts of the world.”
Ol Pejeta is using Crowdfunding (indiegogo.com/projects/bepart-of-developing-the-safari-vehicle-of-the-future) to finance the
project. The first tranche of $50,000 will guarantee the design of the
vehicle whereas the second tranche of $100,000 will allow the creation of the first prototype.
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Top 10 Cities and States for Job Growth
Unemployment and job growth continue to capture attention as the
U.S. economy rebounds from the Great Recession. At the end of
March, the final, revised numbers on state and city job growth for the
year 2013 as a whole are out. Research Professor Lee McPheters of
the W. P. Carey School of
Business at Arizona State University
provides rankings and analysis of the winners and losers, based on the
latest figures from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Top 10+ cities and surrounding metro areas (1 million or more
workers) for non-agricultural job growth, comparing 2013 to 2012:
1.
Riverside, Calif. – up 4 percent
2.
San Francisco – up 3.9 percent
3.
Denver – up 3.6 percent
4.
Houston – up 3.5 percent
5.
Orlando, Fla. – up 3.2 percent
6.
Seattle – up 2.8 percent
7.
Phoenix – up 2.7 percent
8.
Dallas – up 2.6 percent (four-way tie)
9.
Los Angeles – up 2.6 percent
10.
Miami – up 2.6 percent
11.
San Diego – up 2.6 percent
Top 10 states for non-agricultural job growth, comparing 2013 to
2012:
1.
North Dakota – up 3.6 percent
2.
Utah – up 3.2 percent
3.
California – up 3 percent
4.
Colorado – up 2.9 percent (tie)
5.
Texas – up 2.9 percent
6.
Nevada – up 2.7 percent
7.
Idaho – up 2.6 percent
8.
Florida – up 2.5 percent
9.
Washington – up 2.2 percent
10.
Arizona – up 2.1 percent
Analysis:
Overall, the job-growth rate for the United States in 2013 was an
increase of 1.7 percent, the same pace we saw in 2012. The number of
jobs added nationwide last year was 2.26 million. On the state list,
North Dakota continues to dominate, having ranked No. 1 for multiple
years in a row, largely thanks to its oil and gas production. However, a
total of 12 states showed job growth of at least 2 percent last year.
“Several newcomers made the Top 10 job-growth states list this time,”
says McPheters, director of the JPMorgan Chase Economic Outlook
Center at the W. P. Carey School of Business. “Nevada, Idaho, Florida
and Washington all hadn’t made the Top 10 in 2012. Nevada, in particular, is finally demonstrating a good rebound, cracking the Top 10 for
the first time since the recession and taking the biggest leap up from
No. 19 to No. 6. It led all states in the rate of new construction-job
growth, with a gain of nearly 10 percent.” The bottom 10 states for
2013 are South Dakota, Virginia, Maine, New Mexico, Vermont,
Wyoming, Alaska, Pennsylvania, Arkansas and West Virginia. The
only state that actually lost jobs was West Virginia at No. 50. Mining
employment there fell by 5 percent, and they also had losses in construction and manufacturing.
McPheters notes very high interest in state economic performance
right now because 31 governors are up for reelection, including those
in Top-10 states: California, Nevada, Idaho and Florida. Incumbents
are also eligible for reelection in seven of the bottom 10 states: South
Dakota, Maine, New Mexico, Vermont, Wyoming, Alaska and
Pennsylvania.
On the Top 10 cities list, certain states have multiple winners.
“California is well-represented among the fastest-growing major
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A Brief History...

work. King also insists that there is
no abridgement. Everything is comcontinued from pg. 28
plete no matter how long it may be.
Spoken word libraries have almost as much selection today as a
regular library. Business books, motivational tomes, books of poetry,
romance, adventure, biographies and even schoolbooks can be listened to through the magical iPod. Many of the “…for Dummies”
books are available. And since the digital format knows no bounds,
those 1500 page novels can be enjoyed completely. An unabridged
recording I have of “Les Miserables” runs on for hours, but I found
it so much easier to listen to it going to and from work than reading
through some 60 hours of its many chapters of things like the Battle
of Waterloo.
Today the audiobook comes out on the same day the book is
published, both on CD and as a digital download from iTunes. Some
are read by the author, like Tony Hillerman’s crime novels of the
Navaho reservation. Some are read by voice-over artists that you
have never heard of, like Scott Brick who reads almost all of Clive
Cussler’s adventures.
To my mind the best in my collection are the collected works of
Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer as read by the definitive Mike
Hammer actor Stacy Keach. Of course, the late Darren McGavin was
a master in performing the Travis McGee novels of John D.
MacDonald. Although disappointingly, someone else has re-recorded
MacDonald’s books.
I have found that downloading from iTunes of Amazon can be
expensive. It is sometimes costlier than the book. Often I go to the
public Library and feed their CDs into my computer and then into my
iPod. It usually works quite well. And I have recently purchased a
new external hard drive to store my digital library in, saving hard
drive space on my computer.
I love the music I have downloaded. I have fun creating playlists
of certain songs. But listening to an audio book as I struggle along the
California Highway system, playing my iPod through the car stereo
has a very Zen effect on my mind.
metro labor markets with four cities, including Riverside and San
Francisco in the top two spots,” explains McPheters. “Florida and
Texas each have two large metro areas in the Top 10.” Five big metro
areas achieved job growth of at least 3 percent: Riverside, Calif.; San
Francisco; Denver; Houston and Orlando, Fla. McPheters says the
Riverside area was one of the most dynamic in 2013, leading all metro
areas in the job-growth rate for construction, wholesale trade, warehousing and health care. McPheters adds the biggest surprise may be
what drove 2013 growth in the No. 7 Phoenix area, which was hit very
hard by the recession. Phoenix led all large metro areas in informationsector and finance job-growth rates. In fact, Phoenix created the same
number of information jobs in 2013 as the San Francisco area (2,000).
Phoenix was also first nationwide in both the growth-rate percentage
(5.6 percent) and absolute number of finance jobs added (8,400).
“Metro Phoenix economic-development efforts seem to be paying off,
since both of these industries pay nationally competitive salaries and
attract college-educated workers,” says McPheters. “This growth is
happening in Phoenix more rapidly than anywhere else.” The bottom
cities for job growth in 2013 were Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, St. Louis
and Cleveland, which all added less than 1 percent. Pittsburgh took last
place.
The full 50-state ranking and other job-growth data from
McPheters can be found at the W. P. Carey School of Business “Job
Growth USA website: www.wpcarey.asu.edu/jobgrowth. IMPORTANT:
For the annual numbers, select “Total Nonfarm,” “12-Month Moving
Avg.,” “December” and “2013.”
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NEW BUSINESS
PACIFIC WAREHOUSE
SALES
15308 EL PRADO RD.
CHINO, CA 91710
PENA’S FITNESS
4988 ST ALBERT DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336
PROFESSIONAL BILLING
& CONSULTING
8562 BALDY VISTA DR.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
PROLIFIC AUTOSPORT
1675 W. ARROW RT.
UPLAND, CA 91786
RAINBOW DENTAL
OFFICE
1040 SOUTH MOUNT
VERNON AVE.
STE. F
COLTON, CA 92324
RC AIR CONDITIONING
& HEATING
8327 ORANGE ST.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701
REVAMP WELLNESS
1216 W ASTER ST.
UPLAND, CA 91786
RIALTO AND CACTUS
SMOG
640 W RIALTO AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92407

RUDE
7974 BENNETT AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336

TIGER’S LIQUOR
457 W. VALLEY BLVD.
COLTON, CA 92324

SCOTTS’ RIVERS EDGE
BAR AND GRILL
144 MARINA DR.
NEEDLES, CA 92363

TNT REBAR CORP
336 WEST E ST.
COLTON, CA 92324

SIERRA COAST BEE CO.
1234 BARTON RD.
REDLANDS, CA 92373

VISCERAL CONCEPTS
7550 DESERT HOLLY ST.
STE. 618
CHINO, CA 91708

ST TIMOTHY’S
PREPATORY SCHOOL
15757 ST. TIMOTHY RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307

WE THE DYNAMICS
5579 EASTWOOD AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91737

STACKS CUSTOM
FRAMING
900 SAWTOOTH DR.
UPLAND, CA 91786

WHITLOCK HEALTH
CENTER
55887 YUCCA TR.
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284

STRONG HAUL AUTO
TRANSPORT
28809 BEATTIE ST.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346

WIENERSCHNITZEL 467
9421 FOOTHILL BLVD
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

SUPER DEALS
2337 N SIERA WAY
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405

WOLVERINE
ENTERPRISES, LLC
56471 TWENTYNINE PALMS
HWY
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284

SWIFT POOL & SPA
SERVICE
57313 NAGLES ST.
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284

WOOD STUFF
57767 LISBON DR.
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284

NEW BUSINESS
LESLIE KOBY DESIGNS
79580 BERMUDA DUNE DR.
BERMUDA DUNE, CA 92203
MARIACHI HERENCIA
JALICIENSE
81720 AVENUE ST.
STE. 46
INDIO, CA 92201

County of San Bernardino

BERMAN'S MEDICAL
SERVICE
82-365 US HIGHWAY 111
INDIO, CA 92201
OVIDIO GARZA GARZA
46-883 LILAC CT.
INDIO, CA 92201

JOY'S HOME SERVICES
60607 LACE LEAF CT.
LA QUINTA, CA 92253

VTS
68455 EMPALMO RD.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

SAN FRANCISCO
FOCCACIA CO.
335 SPRING BEAUTY CT.
WINDSOR, CA 95492

D&E
41-321 PEDRO BUFF DR.
BERMUDA DUNES, CA
92203

MULTICOPTERBUILDERS.COM
522 VIA ASSISI
CATHEDRAL CITY CA 92234

HAMMOND BUILDING
GROUP
41-321 PEDRO BUFF DR.
BERMUDA DUNES, CA
92203

STANLEY DETAILING
77919 LAS MONTANAS
STE. D
PALM DESERT, CA 92211

MAKE IT PERMANENT
47-518 CALLE DIAMANTE
INDIO, CA 92201

PAISLEY IN PARIS
65629 AVENIDA DORADO
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240

LIGHTING & POWER
SPECIALTIES
80484 MOONSHADOW DR.
INDIO, CA 92201

NOT GUILTY CAFE
45680 QUAILBRUSH ST.
PALM DESERT, CA 92260

A TO Z MOBILE NOTARY
41-500 WASHINGTON ST.
STE. 152L
INDIO, CA 92203

YOU GOT SERVED
4195 CHINO HILLS PKWY
STE. 354
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

BALICIOUS COOKIES
16324 MERRILL AVE.
STE. G 101
FONTANA, CA 92335

A & A BUSINESS
SERVICES
14359 AMARGOSA RD.
STE. D & E
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

BOONDOGGLE 4
CHARITY
1748 BRENTWOOD AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91784

A-ACTION TOWING AND
RECOVERY
13606 JOHN GLENN RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
AIKI MARTIAL ARTS
HIGH DESERT
12218 APPLE VALLEY RD.
STE. 302
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
ALEJANDRO TRUCKING
1248 E. D ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
ARY’S INVESTMENTS
15777 MESA ST.
HESPERIA, CA 92345
AUTISM SPECTRUM
INTERVENTION
SERVICES AND
TRAINING
1638 WINDSOR ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407

BUDS HORSE TRAINING
8708 PINECREST PL.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
C-CLOUD FILTER CORP.
2057 S. GROVE AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
CABRERA TAX SERVICES
276 S BENSON AVE.
STE. 10
UPLAND, CA 91786
CALIFORNIA VILLA
ANNEX
867 EAST 11TH ST.
UPLAND, CA 91786

CLEARPATH
CONSULTING
42415 HEAVENLY
VALLEY RD.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
COMPLETE RE SERVICES
10970 ARROW RT.
STE. 206
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
CONCENTRA URGENT
CARE
9405 FAIRWAY VIEW PL.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
CORAM SPECIALTY
INFUSION SERVICES,
A CVS CAREMARK
4355 EAST LOWELL ST.
STE. C
ONTARIO, CA 91761-2225
CORDERO'S CUSTOM
FLOORING
810 N. BERLYN AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91764

CARNICERIA
LOS VASQUEZ
1562 ORANGE ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92374

MARKET FRESH STORE
15581 SMIKE AVE.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308

CHRIS' SMOKEY
PITS BBQ
3004 MOUNTAIN TOP DR.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346

CLOTHES 4 LESS
851 SMODE ST.
STE. 4-6
HESPERIA, CA 92345

County of Riverside

THIS & THAT HOME
MAINTENANCE
HANDYMAN
68185 BARROS CT.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
RENEGADE PEST
CONTROL
209 VIA FIRENZA
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
AHOY AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING
43795 TELLURIDE ST.
INDIO, CA 92201
PADDYWHACK
CREATIONS
69291 TAMALA AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
WHAM! CONSULTING
69291 TAMALA AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
CRUZ LANGUAGE
ACADEMY
72600 FRED WARING DR.
STE. 2403
PALM DESERT CA 92260
STANLEY RAGSDALE
CO/CORNWELL TOOLS
50-785 CALLE RONDO
LA QUINTA CA 92253

HEMET WHEEL
POLISHING AND REPAIR
3821 INDUSTRIAL AVE.
STE. B
HEMET, CA 92545

ONEELEVEN MOBILE
MARKETING
45485 DESERT EAGLE CT.
LA QUINTA, CA 92253

JIM'S BARBER SHOP
4410 E. FLORIDA
HEMET, CA. 92544

FARM HOUSE KITCHEN
44501 RAINBOW CANYON
RD.
TEMECULA, CA 92592

TOY HAULER TOWING
8705 58TH ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509,

ASSISTECH SOLUTIONS
23809 BARBERRY PL.
MURRIETA, CA 92562

CHICANDCHEAPJEWELRY.COM
44024 QUIET MEADOW RD.
TEMECULA, CA 92592

MAGIC MIRROR
30822 SAIL LN.
MENIFEE CA 92584

HOME SWEET HOME
BISTRO AND CATERING
3800 FOUR SEASONS BLVD.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
WE DO CLEANING
SERVICES
13013 RUNNING DEER
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
CENTRO DE ADORACION
6476 STREETER AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
BIGGERS & ASSOCIATES
INVESTIGATIONS
1432 TOURS CT.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

SUNFRESH FARMS, INC
17288 MCALLISTER ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
AMR CREATIVE HANDS
32252 CORTE SABRINAS
TEMECULA, CA, 92592
PRO FITNESS STRENGTH
EQUIPMENT
11098 VENTURE DR.
STE. D
MIRA LOMA, CA 91752
WINDOW FASHIONS BY
DESIGN
13626 APPLE MOSS CT.
EASTVALE, CA 92880

BARRETO MARKETING
GROUP
27680 PASSION FLOWER
CT.
MURRIETA, CA, 92562
JACK’S SERVICES
21740 MARKHAM RD.
PERRIS, CA 92570
STEMBLAC
44853 PORTOLA AVE.
STE. B
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
VITAMIN SHOPPE
78-692 HIGHWAY 111
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
FOOD 4 KIDS
41886 HUMBER DR.
TEMECULA, CA 92591
PAISLEY PICKLE
42311 GOLD CUP LN.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
CASH UNTIL PAYDAY
4020 TYLER ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
SUPER XPRESS PAWN
4030 TYLER ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
AZTECA LANDSCAPE &
DESIGN
9680 GARFIELD ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
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ADVANTAGE AUTO
CENTER
32007 OUTER HWY 10
YUCAIPA, CA 92399

IMAGES 4 KIDS-IE
3023 LEROY ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404

AH! PENNY SHORT
8250 VINEYARD AVE.
STE. 114
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

INLAND FINANCIAL &
INSURANCE SERVICES
300 E. STATE ST.
STE. 516
REDLANDS, CA 92373

ALBERTOS MEXICAN
FOOD
12425 CENTRAL AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
ALPHA OMEGA
1071 W. 9TH ST.
UPLAND, CA 91786
AMERICA’S AUTO
SERVICE
12011 AIR EXPRESS WAY
ADELANTO, CA 92301
ANDRADE TRUCKING
1647 S. PALM AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
ANGEL FETISH
BOUTIQUE
13461 GANESTA CT.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
ANTHONYS HAIR DESIGN
3936 PHELAN RD.
STE. B13
PHELAN, CA 92371
B & F SUSHI & BBQ
3495 E CONCOURS ST.
STE. D & E
ONTARIO, CA 91764
BELLY FASHIONS
11327 LA MANCHA CT.
FONTANA, CA 92337
BELTRAN PAINTING
1337 N. MT.VIEW
SAN BERNADINO, CA 92405
CALIFORNIA
WHOLESALE
SUNGLASSES
605 S. MILLIKEN AVE.
STE. E
ONTARIO, CA 91761
CHICAGO’S HOT
DOGS, LLC
42173 BIG BEAR BLVD.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315

INTERNATIONAL
MARMOL AND
GRANITE
11312 BURL DR.
FONTANA, CA 92337

County of San Bernardino

N DEMAND PREMIUM
VIRGIN HAIR
EXTENSIONS
1400 BARTON ROAD
REDLANDS
STE. 908
REDLANDS, CA 92373
NANA ACCUPRESURE
2097 E WASHINGTON ST.
STE. J-1
COLTON, CA 92324
OCG METALWORX LLC
10382 CARIBOU RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308

JB CLEANING SERVICE
1321 E. OLIVE ST.
COLTON, CA 92324

OFA ATU SURF CO
8127 MULBERRY AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335

JCS WATER FILTRATION
SYSTEMS
5225 FRANCIS AVE.
STE. 10
CHINO, CA 91710

ONTARIO MILLS DENTAL
GROUP
4323 E. MILL CIR.
ST. 101
ONTARIO, CA 91764

JONKLIAO
17872 BRIDGEPORT ST.
ADELANTO, CA 92301

PAC-N-PLAY
3281 E. GUASTI RD.
7TH FLOOR
ONTARIO, CA 91761

K&L DESIGNS BY TINA
1720 E. D ST.
STE. 3B
ONTARIO, CA 91764
KNECHT KLEANING
14622 TIGERTAIL RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
LA FAVORITA MARKET
301 WEST PARK ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
LOVE LOVE MY WIFE
WIFE WIFE
1219 WILLIAM MCGRATH
ST.
COLTON, CA 92324
MAGNUM ENTERPRISE
16333 RANDALL AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
MARCO’S PIZZA
121 W FOOTHILL BLVD.
UPLAND, CA 91786
MARKMIA
15218 SUMMIT AVE.
STE. 300-330
FONTANA, CA 92336-0232

EMERALD SHIPPING
SUPPLIES
15235 BLUFFVIEW ST.
FONTANA, CA 92336

MC SERVICES COMPANY
10808 FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. 160-345
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

FONTANA WATER
COMPANY
15966 ARROW RT.
FONTANA, CA 92335

MENTONE BAND
ENTERTAINMENT
31235 CAPISTRANO LN.
MENTONE, CA 92359

GAMEE KITCHEN
1238 A HWY 2
STE. 3965
WRIGHTWOOD, CA 92397

MERICK INSURANCE
SERVICES
3715 HOLLY VISTA DR.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346

GOLD COAST BARBER
SUPPLY COMPANY
507 EAST J ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764

MILE HIGH HOUSE
CLEANING
26301 ALPINE LN.
TWIN PEAKS, CA 92391

THELAB
7315 LAYTON ST.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

ARTIC
WOLF TRANSPORTATION
15237 DAKOTA ST.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394

GET STEGOED
1460 W. FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. E104
UPLAND, CA 91786

TOPNOTCH DESIGN
CENTER
1071 W. 9TH ST.
UPLAND, CA 91786

BARSTOW SENIOR
THRIFT STORE
555 MELISSA AVE.
BARSTOW, CA 92311

GOYENETCHE DAIRY #2
13750 S. HAVEN
ONTARIO, CA 91761

TRIO TRADING
605 S. MILLIKEN AVE.
STE. E
ONTARIO, CA 91761

BELLA AQUA SWIMMING
POOLS
15213 GREEN VALLEY DR.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

UNITED AEROSPACE
24674 REDLANDS BLVD.
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354

BEST GREEN
LANDSCAPING
15625 JASMINE ST.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395

HAPPY FEET FOOT
MASSAGE
583 E FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. 3
UPLAND, CA 91786

BILLS TRUCK AND AUTO
SERVICE
1152 WEST 9TH ST.
UPLAND, CA 91786

HOLIDAY SKATING
CENTER
14950 PALMDALE RD.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

BUSCADOS
14765 FOOTHILL AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335

INCOME TAX SERVICE
OF REDLANDS
11 N. 6TH ST.
REDLANDS, CA 92373

WEB TREE MEDIA
8334 THOROUGHBRED ST.
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
WOMEN EMPOWERING
WOMEN
3595 INLAND EMPIRE
BLVD.
BLDG 2-UNIT 2100

GREATDEALZ365
140 HARVARD ST.
STE. 1814
CLAREMONT, CA 91711

ZABOR LATINO
17644 VALLEY BLVD.
STE. 4
FONTANA, CA 92316

CALIFORNIA
EARTHSCAPES
6727 BUCKEYE ST.
CHINO, CA 91710

JACAR ENTERPRISES
4238 E. MISSION BLVD.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763

2 BRO’S FISH FRY AND
MORE
21520 BEAR VALLEY RD.
STE. E
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308

CENTER TEC DIESEL
12101 INDIANA AVE.
STE. 2
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

KJB ENGINEERING CO
7768 STERLING AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410

PAZZI MUSIC
9056 ISLAY AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335

A NEW BEGINNING
CHILD CARE
14430 HOPI RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307

CHRISTYS PERSONAL
TRAINING STUDIO
405 E. STATE
STE. D
REDLANDS, CA 92373

LEDESMA ARMS
13552 CENTRAL AVE.
STE. C
CHINO, CA 91710

PRETTY MESS
15544 AEROSTAR CT.
FONTANA, CA 92336

A WELL BEING
18750 10TH ST.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316

CUTTING EDGE PARTS
12968 8TH ST.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399

SALVEREY CARE
939 E. BANYAN ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91761

AAA AMERICAN ENGINE
REBUILD
1521 W. REDLANDS BLVD.
REDLANDS, CA 92373

DESTINY’Z CLOSET
16123 HARVEY DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336

PARADIGM GAMES
1110 E PHILADELPHIA ST.
STE. 1210
ONTARIO, CA 91761
PAYAN TRANSPORTION
14979 FAIRHAVEN DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336

STEFANI SCHEURS
PHOTOGRAPHY
3023 LEROY ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
STI ENTERTAINMENT
2568 BASELINE ST.
STE. 0310
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
STUBER'S CLEANING
SERVICE
1222 ALTA AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
TANUGATOA ABBOTT
GLASS
7148 MARGATE CT.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
TDP PERFORMANCE
500 S. RANCHO AVE.
STE. A
COLTON, CA 92324
THAI HOLIDAY MASSAGE
1868 E MAIN
BARSTOW, CA 92311

ADVANCE REALTY CO
4730 HOLT BLVD.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763

ELITE TRAINING AND
ASSOCIATES
15583 DOLOMITE DR.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

ALEX SUPER ROOTER
10171 PRIMROSE AVE.
HESPERIA, CA 92345

FIESTA MARKET
1005 E.4TH ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764

ALL HANDMADE
CREATIONS BY
LAS MENES
2369 PORTOLA ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407

FOCALPOINT OF
INLAND EMPIRE
15218 SUMMIT AVE.
STE. 300-528
FONTANA, CA 92336

ALLPRO POWERSPORTS
4238 E. MISSION BLVD.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
AMY’S TRUCKING
17400 VALLEY BLVD.
STE. 3
FONTANA, CA 92335
ANTONIOUS PIZZA
22400 BARTON RD.
STE. 11
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313

FOOTHILL QUICKY
SMOG
2016 W FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. B
UPLAND, CA 91786
FULL SERVICE
DIAGNOSTICS
21511 SITTING BULL
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
GAGGLE'S EATERY AND
TAPROOM
6321 HAVEN AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91737

MAHE SOCIETY
9949 ALDER ST.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
MAULIN HOME CARE
SERVICES
1004 W. FOOTHILL BLVD.
STE. 201
UPLAND, CA 91786
MEALS ON WHEELS OF
BARSTOW
555 MELISSA AVE.
BARSTOW, CA 92311
NATIONWIDE MOBILE
HOME SERVICE
7786 CALLE CLARIN
RANCHO CUCAMONG, CA
91730
NEW SPARK WHOLESALE
1951 S LYNX PL.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
ONTARIO CAR CARE
CENTER
1141 WEST HOLT BLVD.
STE. 5
ONTARIO, CA 91762
ONTARIO MASTER
TOWING
420 S. BONVIEW AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91761
PACIFIC SPA
9680 CENTRAL AVE.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
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BULLDOG FIREARMS
6728 SEASIDE ST.
EASTVALE, CA 92880

GREENSPACE
41241 SCARLET CT.
INDIO, CA 92203

BASTIDA GENERAL
MAINTENANCE
626 KEMP ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

SWEET MINDED
68805 E. PALM CANYON
DR.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

EXTREME CLEAN
MOBILE DETAILING
SERVICES
151 N. MASSACHUSETTS
ST.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92531

STAN LEE REAL ESTATE
CONSULTANT
69190 TAMALA AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234

CALIFORNIA LEAK
DETECTION SPECIALIST
2015 LAS POSAS RD.
CORONA, CA 92882

JIMMY'S CARWASH
59700 PIERCE ST.
STE. 4
THERMAL, CA 92274

DEJOHNETTE JONES
23205 SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
STE. 209
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553

DESERT FIRE
EQUIPMENT
558 E INDUSTRIAL PL.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264

WINGS ON WHEELS
27585 COMMERCE CENTER
DR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
MOTHER LOAD PILOT
SERVICES
26865 PEACH ST.
PERRIS, CA 92570
ACCURATE PRINTING
SOLUTIONS
1608 INDUSTRIAL AVE.
NORCO, CA 92860
TOWN AND COUNTRY
REALTY
33367 BLANCHE DR.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
PRAISE AND WORSHIP
CENTER MINISTRIES
25560 ALESSANDRO BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
TINY WHALES
34720 CHINABERRY ST.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
RIVERSIDE RESTAURANT
1575 UNIVERSITY AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
OLD TOWN ANTIQUE
FAIRE
28601 OLD TOWN
FRONT ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
BEST SPA
607 E HOBSONWAY
BLYTHE, CA 92225
ACME BIKE CO.
1390 SUNFLOWER CIR.
STE. 216
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
3-PROS LANDSCAPE &
MAINTENANCE
47646 CORTA HERRERA
INDIO, CA 92201
TOP COAT FINISHING
29450 SUNNYSLOPE
INDIO HILLS CA 92241

DESERT PLUMBING
WORKS
70201 SUNNY LN.
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
BOUGAINVILLEA
APARTMENTS
1200 SOUTH PALM
CANYON DR.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
SMALLKEY LOCAL
1308 MASSACHUSETTS
AVE.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223
STRIVE FINANCIAL
SERVICES
14461 SEAVER CT.
CORONA, CA 92880
DESERT VAPORS
73282 HWY 111
STE. 104
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
CUZIN LESTER'S
BARBECUE
41276 GASLIGHT AVE.
BERMUDA DUNES, CA
92203
JUAREZ TRUCKING
53514 TYLER ST.
COACHELLA, CA 92236
CALIFORNIA CABARET
34959 BLAKE DR.
PALM DESERT, CA 92211

County of Riverside

GOODE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
1750 CALIFORNIA AVE.
STE. 110
CORONA, CA 92881
DIVERSIFIED
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE
41715 ENTERPRISE CIR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
LARRY’S THUNDERBIRD
& MUSTANG PARTS
1180 CALIFORNIA AVE.
STE. B
CORONA, CA 92881
DVA LABORATORY
SERVICES
10370 HEMET ST.
STE. 210
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
SENSIBLE SLIDERS &
COMPANY
37146 HIGH VISTA DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
V & V APPLIANCE REPAIR
3555 MANOR DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
EXPERT APPLIANCE
REPAIR
3555 MANOR DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
IGNIS FATUUS DESIGN
27559 GROSSE POINT DR.
MENIFEE, CA 92586

PREGO BIOLOGICS
31156 CASERA CT.
MENIFEE, CA 92584
CLIMBER CT RENTAL
53020 CLIMBER CT.
LAKE ELSINORE CA 92532
WINGSTOP RIVERWALK
4290 RIVERWALK PKWY.
STE. 300
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
WINGSTOP CORONA
160 E. ONTARIO AVE.
STE. 101
CORONA, CA 92879
CSAI AUTO SERVICE.,
LLC
3001 CHICAGO AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
RIP
33662 MILLPOND DR.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
ROCKSCAPES IN
PARADISE
33662 MILLPOND DR.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
SUNCAL CASP
447 WESTMINSTER DR.
SAN JACINTO, CA. 92583
INTERNAL STRATEGIES
25185 MADISON AVE.
STE. A
MURRIETA, CA 92562

JOLOMA TRUCKING
1456 AUGUSTA ST.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

JOBFAIR EVENTS
25185 MADISON AVE.
STE. A
MURRIETA, CA 92562

HALO MOTORS
1838 LITTLER LN.
CORONA, CA 92883

PRODIGY CONCEPTS
988 AUBURNDALE ST.
CORONA, CA 92880

BACKALLEY
MOTORCYCLES
28900 OLD TOWN FRONT
ST.
TEMECULA CA 92592

FAMILY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
1140 BEAUMONT AVE,
STE. C
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

SAFETY WORKS XP
2856 S. BUENA VISTA AVE.
CORONA, CA 92882

FAMILY CHRISTIAN
RESOURCE CENTER
1140 BEAUMONT AVE.
STE. C
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

BEST PRACTICE
CONSULTANT
SERVICES
27882 DE LA VALLE DR.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555

MCCOY GROUP
HOME
1113 GARRETSON AVE.
CORONA, CA 92879

SYMBOLIZEIT
11093 BUTTTONBUSH CT.
CORONA, CA 92883

KELLER WILLIAMS
REALTY RIVERSIDE
CENTRAL MARKET
CENTER
7898 MISSION GROVE
PARKWAY
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508

MEDINA’S
489 DE ANZA DR.
SAN JACINTO, CA. 92583

WABA GRILL TERIYAKI
HOUSE
3758 LA SIERRA AVE.
STE. D
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505

RIVERSIDE INLAND
REAL ESTATE
7898 MISSION GROVE
PARKWAY
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508

OC MARKETING
SERVICES
3965 PIERCE ST.
STE. 565
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505

UNIENDO CORAZONES
24384 SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
STE. 101
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553

CEMENT PRO
117 VIA TREVIZIO
CORONA, CA 92879

RM DOLLAR + DISCOUNT
STORE
24459 SUNNEYMEAD
BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY CA 92553
GUZAPA ART & FRAME
1260 CENTER ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

SKUNKY PUMPERS
14052 PEAR ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508

KAUR FASHIONS
12821 FREDERICK ST.
STE. 304
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
DISCOVERY
MONTESSORI
HOME SCHOOL
18069 HOMELAND LN.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
JAFANG PIZZA
1400 UNIVERSITY AVE.
STE. A101
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
LEMMON'S HANDYMAN
21465 NANDINA AVE.
PERRIS, CA 92570
ALL IN ONE TINT SHOP
4220 GLEN ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
ELITEMEDIA CLUB
3450 FOURTEENTH ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
PRESS-ENTERPRISE
SOUTHWEST
3450 FOURTEENTH ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
PE DIGITAL
3450 FOURTEENTH ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

MOR CABINETS
3440 GATO CT.
RIVERSIDE CA 92507
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING ON
THE GO
3087 W. GEORGE ST.
BANNING, CA 92220
BRIGHT STAR SALES
45781 SIERRA CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
NORTH SHORE
MANAGEMENT
GROUP
45781 SIERRA CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
SUNGLASS 1
45781 SIERRA CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
SUNGLASS ONE
45781 SIERRA CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
TAXIDERMIC MOBILE
11283 TENBY CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
MIGHTY MIKE
ENTERTAINMENT
1184 PEACOCK DR.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583

LA PRENSA DEL VALLE
DE COACHELLA
3450 FOURTEENTH ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

BAREFOOT
PHOTOGRAPHY
BY TINA
7211 MAGNOLIA AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504

FRANCOIS BOUTIQUE
27311 SNOWFIELD ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92563

MARCUS DUKE
9010 INDIANA AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

WOUND CARE EXPERT
35337 STOKTON ST.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

SEYMOUR DESIGNS
1323 N 4TH ST.
BANNING, CA. 92220

SUL'S PAINTING
1885 ENTERPRISE AVE.
STE. 1
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

PREMIER SERVICE
MAINTENANCE
4185 STRONG ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501

SAMWOO TILE
1000 CENTRAL AVE.
STE. 13
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

MISSION NOTARY
11349 AINSLEY AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505

SOUTHLAND INSPECTION
42210 ROANOAKE ST.
TEMECULA, CA 92591
MOSLEY & CLARK
ENTERPRISES
17340 CREMELLO WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
MOSLEY & CLARK
REALTY
17340 CREMELLO WAY
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
ALL SURFACES TILE
& STONE
149 E. AVE.
STE. L
CALIMESA, CA 92320

SHOE LADIES #23
583 BOIDE AVE.
STE.8
TEMECULA, CA 92591
AUTO PLAZA CITY
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RESTAURANT
RESTAURANT REVIEW
REVIEW
One of Joe Fortes many
unique qualities is the immediate sense of character and personality that guests recognize
the moment they step inside.
The large, bright room feels
instantly powerful yet inviting,
and it’s no coincidence that
these qualities were also
embodied by the legendary figure that the restaurant take its
name from Seraphim “Joe
Fortes.”
In 1895, this burly seaman
landed upon Vancouver’s shores
and settled into a cabin in
English Bay. There Joe quickly
became one of Vancouver’s
most popular citizens, serving
Vancouverites in a variety of
ways —first as a bartender and
later as Vancouver’s first official lifeguard. Today, he is
remembered by a monument
near the site of his home and his

By Bill Anthony

popularity lives on inside the
welcoming walls of Joe Fortes
Seafood Chop House.
While the restaurant’s name
is inspired by a local legend
famous for his warm, welcom-

ing nature, the owners believe
that hospitality is a key ingredient in creating a memorable dining experience for its guests.
They also firmly believe in
engaging in fresh thinking

throughout the restaurant, and
nowhere more so than on its
menus. Such is its commitment
to freshness that the kitchen
receives daily local deliveries,
ensuring that its customers are
guaranteed to find the freshest
ingredients on their plate every
day.
Publisher’s Note:
Since 1985, Executive Chef
Wayne Sych has offered 50 kinds
of fresh fish……more than 16
raw oysters. Don’t miss the
Miso Marinated Sablefish or the
Truffle Frites. All meals start
with a hard crust Italian bread
served with lobster oil and
Balsamic vinaigrette…..what
more can you want? I enjoyed
the pleasure of a meal here with
my daughter in the early 1990s,
and it has not changed—almost
30 years of perfection!
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EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE TIME
TIME OUT
OUT
Something Delicious is Brewing in British Columbia
By Joanne Sasvari
Call it beer-vana. For those
who like to unwind with a pint
of the best (and really, who
doesn’t?), British Columbia is a
paradise of cozy brewpubs, craft
breweries, beer festivals and all
things hoppy, yeasty and fizzy.
With its traditional British
heritage, it’s no surprise that the
province has long been home to
a vibrant pub culture. But now a
new generation of artisans is
brewing up creative ales, bitters,
lagers, stouts and porters, and
dishing up great eats and lively
events along the way. After all,
beer culture is all about enjoying
life, especially here in beautiful
British Columbia.
Here are some of the best
ways to raise a pint glass in BC.
Cheers!
The Craft Brewers
Travelling around BC, the
beer lover will discover craft
brew in every corner of the
province from the islands to the
mountains and the verdant valleys in-between.
In Vancouver, the new
Brassneck Brewery on Main
Street offers up to 10 everevolving styles of beer crafted
by one of the city’s most revered
brewers, Conrad Gmoser. Drop
by for a pint in the tasting room,
fill your growler and be sure
stop for a snack at the food truck
parked outside. The best part:
each day, a different truck sets
up shop, meaning beer and
menu pairings are seemingly
boundless. Brassneck joins a
host of other craft breweries in
and around Vancouver, including Parallel 49 and 33 Acres
(East Van draws that also—
boasting friendly tasting rooms
and ever-changing food trucks),
along with Storm, Red Truck,
R&B, long-time fave Granville
Island Brewery, and more.
Although it is not itself a
brewery, one must visit destination for beer lovers is CRAFT

Vancouver, British Columbia
Beer Market, located in the 84year-old Salt Building in the
Olympic Village. There you can
find 140 taps pouring the largest
selection of draft beer in
Canada, including most of the
local faves. Be sure to check out
the monthly Brewmaster’s dinners and weekly cask nights.
Still thirsty? From BC’s
biggest city, head west — way
west — to Vancouver Island’s
rugged Pacific coast and the
Tofino Brewing Company,
which takes a sustainable
approach to its Tuff Session Ale
and seasonal Fogust Wheat Ale.
Drop by the industrial-looking
brewery to fill your growler and
chat with the brewers — if
they’re not out surfing. While on
the Island, be sure to seek out
Wolf Brewing (formerly Fat
Cat) in Nanaimo before heading
to Victoria, city of many pubs,
where you'll find, among others,
Phillips and Driftwood, each
with its distinctive style and
loyal fans.
Back on the Mainland, up
the Sunshine Coast, there’s the
Persephone Brewing Company
in Gibsons, which grows its own
hops on the site of a former
flower farm. The brewery is
named for the famous tugboat in
the beloved CBC TV series,
“The Beachcombers,” which
was filmed here in the 1970s

and '80s, and is earning good
karma by hiring people with disabilities to work on the farm.
Visit the tasting room to try the
Goddess Golden Ale and Rum
Runner Red Ale. Then mosey on
up the coast to Powell River
(short ferry ride included),
where you will find Townsite
Brewing, housed in the old post
office building in Powell
River’s nationally recognized
historic Townsite district.
For a change of scenery,
head to Thompson Okanagan
wine country, where you’ll discover plenty of barley amid the
grapes, including Tree Brewing
in Kelowna, Cannery Brewing
Company in Penticton and
Crannóg Ales in Sorrento, the
first certified all-organic brewer
in Canada. It’s famous for bold,
Irish-style ales such as the Back
Hand of God Stout, a perfect
accompaniment for a lazy day of
houseboating
on
nearby
Shuswap Lake.
Further north, instead of
panning for nuggets in the historic
mining
town
of
Barkerville, visitors can go for
gold of a different kind at the
Barkerville Brewing Co. in
nearby Quesnel. Housed in a
building that has undergone
many incarnations — pool hall,
nightclub, gas station — the
brewery is aiming to stake its

claim as a producer of true
Cariboo ale. Drop by and see
how they’re doing, starting with
the flagship 18 Karat Ale.
For more craft ales that are
farther flung, visit Wheelhouse
Brewing at the end of the road in
the pretty coastal city of Prince
Rupert and Three Ranges
Brewing
in
mountainous
Valemount.
Then head south to the
Kootenay Rockies, where the
mountains are home to several
craft brewers, including the allorganic
Nelson
Brewing
Company and Mt. Begbie
Brewery in Revelstoke, the
brainchild of a former nuclear
physicist who decided he’d
rather make beer than war. Take
the tour, try the High Country
Kölsch, and you, too, will be set
to solve the world’s problems.
The Big Boys
These days, craft brewers
are getting most of the attention,
but the big brewers can still
throw a pretty cool shindig.
In Vancouver, the Molson
Coors
Brewery—Western
Canada’s biggest and most highly recognized beer brand—
recently started allowing tours
for the first time since it opened
in 1953. They’re run through
Vancouver Food Tour, and are
an irresistible opportunity to see
what’s going on in that bunkerlike building at the foot of the
Burrard Street Bridge.
Meanwhile, over in the
southeast corner of BC, nestled
between the Selkirk and Purcell
mountains,
the
Columbia
Brewery offers popular tours of
its Creston facility. Visitors can
taste the brewery’s famous
Kokanee beer, pick up kitschy
memorabilia in the gift shop and
perhaps even catch sight of its
elusive mascot, the aptly named
Sasquatch.
continued on page 32
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Hundreds Line...
continued from pg. 1
from applying online the day
before.
The window for
online applicants was limited

UCR Settles...
continued from pg. 1
Anderson Graduate School of
Management in 2007. He left
the post in 2011 amid conflict
between him and university
administrators. His four-year
stint was the longest in the past
decade at the school.
In March 2013, Stewart filed
suit, accusing the university and
former Chancellor Timothy
White of “misallocating and
misusing the professional
degree fees” paid by students in
the school’s master of business
administration program.
In a recent statement UCR
officials said, “Both parties
expressed regret regarding the
manner in which (Stewart’s
tenure) ended. The University
recognizes the achievements
under Dr. Stewart’s leadership.”
There was no mention of the
accusation of diverted funds.
Stewart is now the president’s professor of marketing
and law at Loyola Marymount
University.
Editor’s Note:
month—

More next
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to the first 1,000 and was
filled within 12 minutes,
according to Capt. Jay
Hausman. Hausman said they
had received tens of thousands
of hits on their website where
information and materials
were available for interested
job seekers.
County Fire intends to hire
approximately
30
Fire

Academy trainees to begin in
September and an additional
20 who could begin in spring
2015.
“This is a testament to people’s willingness to step forward,” said Battalion Chief
John Chamberlin, “even with
the recent loss of two firefighters in Boston and 342
during 9/11. I think we’re

going to have an outstanding
group of candidates. I see a
very diverse mix, a varying
degree of experience and education that’s offering us an
opportunity to diversify the
department a little better.”

